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1 How  to use the system

You will find enclosed necessary information on how to use the system, basic access commands to
functions and available resources.

1.1 System main screen

The system main screen contains menus to access the system functions. Depending on the user’s 
profile, some functions may be omitted from the main menu. The following figure illustrates the system
main screen which is displayed to the user with the management profile, which has all the functions
enabled: 

Figure: system main screen

As follows we highlighted each one of the elements of the system main screen, which will be
mentioned throughout this manual:  

Menu bars

In the menu bars you will find the program’s main menu, which contains all the functions grouped by
category. The following figure illustrates the menu bars:

Figure: Menu bars

Button bar

In the button bars you find the access to main system functions, therefore, being a fast way to access
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them. The following figure illustrates the button bars:

Figure: button bars

Formula search window

The formula search window is used to find a given formula, or select a group of formulas that meet
certain search criterion. The following figure illustrates the formula search window:

Figure: formula search window

Note: an explanation about the formula search window can be found in the topic Colors > Search.

Key

The keys aim to clarify in order to become easy for the user to recognize and differentiate types of
tones. 

Figure: key screen
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1.2 Registration functions

All registrations have common functions that will be explained as follows. These functions can be
accessed from the functions bar, displayed in the figure below:

Figure: buttons to access the registration functions

Add

Use this function to add a new item in the registration.

Modify

Use this function to edit the content of the selected item from the list.

Delete

Use this function to delete the item selected from the list.

View

Use this function to view the content of the item selected from the list.

To update

Use that function to updating list content.

Print

Use this function to print the items in the registration. When selected, a screen will be displayed so the
printing can be viewed. By clicking the button with an icon similar to a printer, the content will be
printed. In case you do not wish to print, click the “Close” button or close the window.

Filter

Use this function to filter entries, to search for some item in the registration. The filter screen is divided
in two areas: "Field" and "Condition". In the "Field" area there are fields from the current registration.
According to the field selected, the “Condition” area will display the criteria so the search can be
performed. Some criteria must be typed, e.g., in case of search by name. Other criteria must be
selected from a list, and in this case, the field has the image of an arrow (aiming down). This happens
to the fields in which filling out depend on the content of another registration. Example: if you are in the
Product registration and wish to perform a search by the “System” field, you must select an available
system from a list. This program resource is discussed in the topic A filter window.

All
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Use this function to display all records, ignoring the filter criteria recently used.

Close

Use this function to close the window that displays the list of items in the current registration.

1.3 Filter window

The filter window is an extremely helpful resource to assist the search and to locate the entries in the
system database. It can be accessed from all registrations, offering exclusive search criteria according
to the registration structure which is being used. Therefore, for instance, for the registration in which
are kept data regarding the user’s name, profile, login, status (active, inactive), the filter screen will
make it possible to locate a user (or group of employees) of these fields. According to the type of field
used in the registration, it is possible to perform a specific search form to locate an entry in the
database. Example: for the field name, search can be performed to find names that start with a
specific text typed; that end with the same text typed; in which the text appears anywhere, or even that
are exactly the same as the text typed. In order to locate entries that contain fields with numeric
values, example, to select all products which prices are above a certain value, a value or range of
values can be informed in the search.  

As follows we explain the structure of the filter window, describing all elements that compose it, and we
explain how it works through practical examples.

Figure: example of filter window

The filter window has two regions: the left one, in which are listed the fields of the current registration
that can be filtered, and the right one, n which it is informed the condition to the field selected.
Example: in case of user’s registrations, if we wish to find all users in which profile is Management, the
field Profile must be selected, in the list of filter fields (located on the left side of the window). When a
field is selected, the right region will display one field (or more, depending on the type of field), so the 
condition of the field can be informed.  When the condition is informed, a visual indication will be
placed by the field, according to the illustration below:
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Figure: visual indication to the fields used in the filter

After filling out all the conditions chosen, you must click the <OK> button. 

Note: you can use more than one field (with the respective condition) to filter the registrations. 

Ü Use the <Clean> button to clean the content of the condition informed to a selected field.

Ü Use the <Clean all> button to clean the content of the conditions informed to all filter fields.

As follows, we are going to explain how to use the filter window, to each type of existing field.

1- “Text” type field

The text type field is used, for instance, in names, descriptions, character sequences, etc. For this type
of field, it is possible, if the complete word to be searched for is informed, only a part of the word
(beginning, middle, or end) or even, an interval for the search. Example: let’s say we want to find users
whose name contains the word "Maria", and the following names are available in the database
(containing this word): Maria, Lucia Maria and Maria Jose. For this search, the best way would be to
select the option <in any position), because the location of this word was not specified (Maria) within
the user’s complete name. Note that if the option <ending with> was selected, the following results
would be returned: Maria and Lucia Maria.

The figure below illustrates an example of this type of field:

Figure: example of “text” type field

2- “Single selection” type field

The single selection type field is used when the value of the field in the registrations to be searched
can only present one of the values listed to such field. An example of this field in the system would be
the <User status>: note that a user can be active OR not in the system.

The following figure illustrates an example of this type of field:
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Figure: example of “single selection” type field

3- "Multiple selection" type field

The selection multiple type field, is used when the field to be searched belongs to a given category,
previously defined in the system, and that identifies the entry to be search according to some criterion.
An example of the occurrence of this filter field would be the field <Profile>. We can be interested in
selecting (only) the users with the managing profile, or (only) the users with the production profile, or
even, the users with all profiles. 

The following figure illustrates an example of this type of field:

Figure: example of the "multiple selection" type field

4- "Decimal value" type field

The decimal value type field, is used when the field to be searched can have a fractioned value, and
the Best example to this type of field is for values regarding prices our amounts. An example of
occurrence of this type of field would be the field <Stock>. To perform search using this field, we have
two options:  

- To inform a specific value, for instance: 50.00. In this case, the option <Stock> must be selected. All
databases will be selected with the amount in stock equal to 50.00.

- Inform an interval (range) of values. In this case, the option <Interval> must be selected and enter the
initial and final values of the interval in question. 

The following figure illustrates an example of this type of field:

Figure: example of the "decimal value" type field
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2 Colors

In this menu you will find the search functions, the production function, the information screen of the
database and the option to close the program.

2.1 Search

The search function is used to search formula in the database. The following figure illustrates the
search window:

Figure: formula search window

The formula search window is divided in three tabs: OEM, Fleet and Own. In OEM they search for the
formulas (colors) used by the manufacturer. In Fleet, they search for formulas prepared especially for
company vehicles and the Own tab is used to search for local formulas.  

For all three tabs, the button <Search> performs search based on search parameters informed. The
<Clean> button is used to clean up the content on the search fields of the current tab.
  
Searching for manufacturer formulas

In order to look for color formulas used by car assemblies, select the OEM tab (in case it is not already
enabled). To perform the search you must inform at least one of the fields: code, description or
manufacturer. When performing search, keep in mind that:

· To search for a specific vehicle model it is necessary to select your manufacturer first;
· In case you don’t even know the description and code, the color group can be informed, for

instance, yellow;
· The code field refers to the formula Akzo Code to be searched for in the database and to the

ColorMap value, and in case a ColorMap code is informed, all colors respectively attached to
ColorMap will be listed.

After performing a search three more options will be displayed in the toolbar, the figure below
demonstrates through an example, the following options:

2

1- -3
Figure: additional buttons of the search function

1 - View one formula
2 - View models attached to a formula
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3 - Print labels

The following figure illustrates through an example, the model window of a formula:

Figure: search window for own formulas

Through this window it is possible to view all the models, combinations and source of the production of
the formula in question.  

Note: These three additional functions described herein are also applied in the Name function of the
color menu.  

Searching for fleet formula

In order to search for color formulas used in companies’ fleet, select the tab Fleet. For this type of
search the following fields are used: Code, description, year, fleet, owner and the color group, as
illustrated in the figure below:
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Figure: search window for fleet formulas

In order to find formulas of a certain owner, it is necessary to select a specific vehicle fleet first.  

Searching for own formulas

To look for own formulas (locally produced or imported), select the tab Own. For this type of search the
only fields used are Code and Description, according to the illustration below:

Figure: search window for own formulas

Note: the <New formula> button is a shortcut for the registration window of a new own formula. The
addition of a new formula is discussed in the topic Own Formula of this manual

When trying to view a formula, in case it has more than one layer, the following warning message will
be displayed:

Figure: warning message window

Looking for formulas of complements

To search for formulas of complements, select the Complements tab. For this type of research, the
following fields are used: Code, description and type of complement, as illustrated in the following
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figure:

Figure: the search window of formulas of complements

Note: the <favorite mixes> button lists all complements included as favorites. The inclusion of a

complement as favorite is discussed in the "Querying information about an addition to this manual"

topic.

2.2 Names

This option of the <Colors> menu allows performing an additional search for formula names. The
following figure illustrates the window displayed when this option is selected:

Figure: name search window

Searching for names

This type of search allows to search a color (or color group) from the description or code. Whether on
description or code given, the text informed can be partial. As the letters are typed in the text field, the
search is refined restricting the amount of results listed on the screen, according to the illustration
below.
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Figure 1: results after typing "A"
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Figure 2: results after typing "AR1"
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Figure 3: formula found

According to previous mention, as the search text is filled, the set of entries found is reduced, being
able to eventually get to just one result (case in which only one formula has the code or description
informed).

2.3 Production

This option in the <Colors> menu accesses the formula production function. The following figure
illustrates, through an example, the formula production window:
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Figure: formula production window

When this function is selected, specific buttons to the production function are included in the button bar
of the main window.  The following figure illustrates new buttons of the production function:

Figure: buttons of formula production function

The production window displays, as default, only the formulas that were not yet produced. The
functions of each one of those buttons are explained in each specific topic. When a formula production
is registered, the status field, in the formula grid will display a mark, as highlighted in the figure below:

Figure: status mark (formula already produced)

2.3.1 Referring to information about a color

In order to refer to information about a given color, select the option <View> from the <Production>
menu (you can also use the shortcut key F5). The following figure illustrates, through an example, the
information window about the selected color:
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Figure: color information window

In the window, in addition to the composition, there are also presented: the minimum volume that can
be produced of the formula (expressed in liters), VOC emissions (in grams) the type of color (for
example, a own formula), the color version, and the sale price. When applicable, a message is
displayed about the amount of catalyst to be added. As default, the display field of the composition
shows the bases belonging to the layer 1. In order to see the composition of other layers (in case they
exist), select the layer in the combo <Layer>. The amounts of each base are expressed in grams (g). It
is possible to view the composition of each layer in two modes: absolute or accumulated. In the
absolute mode, the individual amounts of each base component are shown. In the accumulated, from
the second base, the amounts of each one of the bases include the total accumulated in the previous
bases, as shown in the figure below:

Figure: composition in the absolute mode
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Figure: composition in the accumulated mode

As it can be noted in the figure above, in the accumulated mode, the amount shown for the base 9100
is 515.5 grams, which corresponds to the sum of the amount of this base (213.9 grams) with the
amount of the base 9150 (301.6 grams).

Depending on the type of formula (OEM, Fleet or Own), the information window about color can show
one or more information tabs. For instance, for fleet colors, it will be shown the owner tab, in which will
be listed the companies that own the color. On the other hand, for OEM colors, it will be shown variant
tabs and documentation tab. For own colors, only the composition tab will be shown. 

As follows, we provide a succinct description of each tab that will be able to appear in the information
window about   color.

Variants 

In this tab (which is displayed only for OEM colors), the color variants are listed in which are being
referred to. The following figure illustrates, through an example, this tab:

Figure: variant tabs

The grid of the Variant tab shows all existing variants for the color. By Double click the field Variant in a
given line in the grid, the composition tab will start showing the variant composition in the grid. And the
grid will start showing the variants for the selected variant. On the header, the color information will
also be updated. The following figures illustrate, through examples, what has been provided herein.  
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The following figure (1) illustrates the formula window, wherein a color is highlighted having three
variants:

Figure 1

Let’s suppose that we selected the color identified in the figure 1, by the Akzo code BMW9446. The
variant tab, for this color, would present the following variants, according to the illustration on figure (2)
below:

Figure 2

Now, if in the variant grid (through a double click) the variant with Akzo code BMW9446[B] is selected,
which is the first variant of the grid, as mentioned, the color information window will be updated (
header and composition) and the grid will start showing the variants for this color that was selected,
according to the illustration on the figure (3) below:

Figure 3

Note: the variant tab will be displayed in case there is at least one variant for the color.

Comparing variants

The comparison function allows to perform the comparison between the color being referred to and a
variant. For that, select one variant on the variant list and click the <Compare> button. A window will
be displayed as illustrated in the figure below:
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Figure: variant comparison window

In the grid displayed in the variant comparison window, the bases are listed (code and description) and
the respective amounts (from the third column). The third column (immediately after the column
containing the base description) displays the color composition that is being referred to and the
subsequent ones, the composition of their variants.  

Description

In this tab, there are some descriptions in the default language and when applicable, in other
languages, as seen in the figure below:

Figure: Description tabs

Codes

In this tab there are all the codes used for the color referred to, according to the illustration below:
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Figure: Codes tab

Note: in the example above, there are listed two codes for the color. This means that, if any of the
codes above were typed in the search window, the same formula would be found.

Documentation

In this tab, there are listed the existing documents and its location as illustrated in the example below:

Figure: Documentation tab

Owners

In this tab there are listed the owners of the color being referred to, in case they exist, as illustrated in
the example below:
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Figure: Owners tab

For each owner, the name, the initial and end year of the production of the color are displayed.

Dilution

For some product lines, when marking the field ready for use, the field for definition of the dilution to be
used can be displayed, and in this case, a dilution must be selected. After selecting the dilution, the
package to be used must be informed. As follows, we illustrate this process through an example. The
figure (1) illustrated the initial information screen about color of a formula to which has dilutions (one or
more). Note that, by selecting a product line with dilution, the composition information tab is displayed
initially empty:

Figure1

In the next figure (2), a selection of a dilution was performed, for this example we will work with a
dilution of 2 to 1, i.e. (2:1):
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Figure 2

Note that the composition display field is still empty, because is not yet defined which package will be
used, that will be done in the next phase, illustrated in figure (3) as follows:

Figure 3

Note that, once selected the package, the amount to be produced (expressed in liters) will be defined
and closed, i.e., the value of this field cannot be changed (Amount).

Sale value

In order to compose the sales price, the system considers:
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· bases price
· package price
· tax value 
· profit margin value
· customer profile

The package price is the price of the package used in the formula production, according to the
package price that was set in the package registration of the system.

The tax value is the value arising from the percentage registration of the system. Depending on the
settings, we can have different tax values to each of the product lines or common values to all lines. It
must be also noted that the tax values can increase or decrease the final price of the formula,
according to the tax deposit.

The profit margin value is the value set in the percentage registration. This value is unique, not
depending on the product line.  

The customer profile enters the calculation as a multiplication factor of the formula price, according to
the customer profile selected. 
Note that the customer profile is set to each product line.

2.3.2 Referring to information about a ancillaries

To view information about a particular complement, select <View> from the <Production> menu (you
can also use the shortcut key F5). The following figure illustrates, by example, the information window
about the selected complement:

Figure: complement information window

In the window are displayed besides the composition, the minimum volume of complement can be
produced (expressed in liters), emission of VOC (expressed in grams), the type of the complement (for
example, a primer), and the selling price. The amounts of each component are expressed in grams
(g). It can view the composition of the complement in two ways: absolute or accumulated. In absolute
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mode, are show the individual quantities of each component. In accumulated mode, from the second
component, the amounts of each one include the cumulative total of the above components, as
exemplified in the following figure:

Figure: composition in absolute mode

Figure: composition in accumulated mode

As can be seen in the figure, in the accumulated mode, the displayed quantity to the component P25
PLUS HARDENER is 994.3 g, which corresponds to the sum of the amount of this component (109.1
g) with the component amount MULTI USE FILLER HS (885.2 g).

Composition

For some dilution ratios, it can change the percentage set as the default within a certain pre range. To
view this interval, simply place the mouse pointer on the percentage field to be presented the permitted
range for change in composition. The following illustrates by an example of this procedure. Figure (1)
below shows the screen with the range set to change between 10% and 20%:
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Figure1

Sale value

To compose the selling price, the system considers:

· price of components
· tax value 
· profit margin value
· customer profile

The amount of taxes is the value from the register of the components percentages of the system. It
should also be noted that the tax values could increase or decrease the final price of the formula,
according to the sign of the tax.

The profit margin value is also the value set in the register of complements percentages. This value is
unique, not depending on the product line.

The customer profile enters in the calculation as a multiplicative factor of the complement price,
according to the profile of the selected customer. 
Note that the client profile is configured for all complements.

Favorite (F8)

The favorite complements creating function allows to be stored the selected composition for a given
complement. Clicking on the <Favorite> button (or pressing F8) in the query screen appears a screen
asking for a name for the ratio that will be saved, as illustrated in the example in the following figure:
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Figure: window for description of the ratio

2.3.3 Producing a formula

The formula production can be performed in one of the following forms:

1 – Scheduled production

In this production form, the formulas to be produced are selected from the production window, by

selecting the formula and clicking the production function button  (or through the function key F7).

2 – Direct production

In this form of production, the production function is called from the information window about color,
clicking  the <Mix> (or through the function key F7), according to highlights in the following figure:

Figure: producing a formula directly

Procedure to produce a formula

Before producing a formula it must be defined:

· What amount to be produced;
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· If the formula to be produced will be ready to use;

The amount to be produced is informed in the Amount field or selecting a package model in the combo
<Package>. Important: the package options available will depend on the settings of the package
registration, as well as the models available by Akzo to the line in which is being produced. The default
volume to be produced is of 1L and, when this amount is changed, the system recalculates the
amounts of each base component of the formula. 

The field Ready to use, when marked, makes the system to recalculate the formula composition,
considering the addition of the component necessary to the formula complement. Note: according to
the formula line to be produced, the selection may not be enabled. The following figure illustrates,
comparatively, the compositions (original) and the one obtained after the selection of the field Ready to
use.

Figure: marking the field Ready to use

In addition to the amount (volume) to be produced and if the formula will be ready to use, the original
formula composition can be changed to create a new formula. This will be further explained in the
function <Dye>.

Immediately after calling the production function, the system performs a search in the stock to check
the availability of each one of the formula components. In case a restrictive situation is found, a
warning window will be displayed, according to the example in the figure below:
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Figure: stock check message window

Note: in case the answer is <Yes> to the stock check message, the bases in which the amounts
before production were not enough, will start to present negative amount values in the stock. The
following figure illustrates an example of this situation:

Figure: result of the production with insufficient stock

As follows, an explanation will be provided about the formula production window, illustrated through an
example, in the figure below:
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Figure: formula production window

Elements of the production window

The production window has several information fields, as well as visual elements, explained below.

Header 

In the header there are general information about the formula that is being produced, such as
identification, product line, version, and others. The existing fields here are only available for reference,
and cannot be changed. 

Composition 

In this area all the formula current layer bases are listed. To each base, the code and the respective
amount to be weighed are listed (expressed in grams). The display form of the base amounts will
depend on the selection of the field absolute/accumulated, in which default value is absolute. In the
absolute mode, each base appears with the individual amount to be weighed, and in the accumulated
mode, from the second base the total accumulated to each base component are shown.

Display

The display is composed of three fields: the display field of the paint volume to be produced, the
current base code (i.e., which is being weighed at the moment) and the weighed value. Obs: the
operation of the weighed value field varies according to the system settings. This will be further
explained. The following figure illustrates the fields mentioned:
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Figure: display

As previously mentioned, the operation of the field (weighed value), will depend on settings of the
system, as there is or not a scale connected to the system. 

[No Scale]

If there is no scale connected to the system, the field (weighed value) will be open to enter the weighed
value

[With Scale]

In this case, the field (weighed value) will be closed to typing and will display the value read in the
scale. Herein, however, we have two forms for displaying this value (according to settings):

· "With tare", i.e., the display with indication of weighed value in the scale starts with zero and goes
up to the value to the component that is being weighed;

· "Without tare", i.e., the display with indication of the weighed value in the scale starts with the
value to the component and goes down to zero.

Graphic bar

This is an element of visual aid to indicate how low, high or accurate is the amount to be weighed, in
relation to the weigh objective value of the current component. The following figure illustrates through
an example the visual indications obtained and their meaning:

Figure: graphic bar

Perform weighing

The production window operation is extremely simple. Basically, the <Next> button is used to inform
the system about the weighing of the next layer component, when the components finish being
weighed of a layer, the next bases to be weighed will be displayed, repeating the process until the last
existing layer. 

The weighing starts by the first layer of the formula, identified in the <layer> field as layer 1. In order to
register a component, click the <Next> button. The system, then, marks the lateral of the base
weighed and prepares to weigh the next component. A comment: according to previous explanation, if
the balance is not connected, the field <weighed value>  will be open to typing, but will suggest the
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amount to be weighed. The following figure illustrates the situation, highlighting in the weighing window
the elements mentioned:

Figure: weighing sequence

When the last component of the current layer has been weighed, in case there are more layers to be
weighed, the system will display a warning message to alert the operator about the beginning of
component weighing of the next layer, as illustrated in the following figure:

Figure: warning message on the beginning of mixture of the next layer

When the last component of the last layer has been weighed, you should click the <OK> button to
confirm the weighing and complete the process.  With confirmation, the formula status will become
produced and the weighed components stock will be wrote off.

Recalculation function

It might occur, during weighing, that the amount of component added to the balance surpasses the
expected amount (i.e., the target amount) that should be weighed. In this case, after clicking the
<Next> button (which is enabled when the value read from the balance or informed by the operator), is
equal or superior RO the target amount) the following message will be displayed by the program:

Figure: recalculation message

According to the answer given by the operator we will have the following possibilities:
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· If the answer is Yes, i.e., that the recalculation must be performed, then, the amount of each
component will be recalculated, and the bases already weighed (with the exception of the base in
which the amount has been surpassed) must be weighed again, with the new values informed in
the components’ grid. The grid cursor will be positioned automatically in the first component to be
weighed.  If, to any component, the amount to be weighed is higher the one expected, again a
warning message will be displayed regarding the need for a recalculation.

· If the answer is No, i.e., that the recalculation should not be performed, then, all amounts
informed,  that are equal or superior to the ones expected will be accepted, and of the component
which quality has been surpassed, and resulted in the message display, even when there are
values higher than the objective, no message will be displayed.

The following figures illustrate through an example, the situation exposed. In the next figure (1) we
have six bases composing layer 1 of a given formula. Let’s suppose the first base would be weighed
correctly:

Figure 1

The next amount to be weighed should be (according to previous figure) 56.5g of base 262. As an
example, the amount was surpassed and the value effectively read in the balance (or informed by the
operator) was 57.5g. When the operator clicked the <Next> button, the warning message of the need
for recalculation would be displayed. If the operator answers Yes, all values (with exception of the base
surpassed) would be recalculated, according to the figure  (2) below:

Figure 2

Note the figure above that all other bases had their amounts changed. In the situation above, the
operator should weigh again a new amount of the first base (952, of figure 2), and as follows, weigh
other bases (777, 528, 333PG and 333PR). If, to some of them, again the amount weigh surpasses
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the objective amount, the warning message about recalculation would be displayed, thus,
successively. If at any given moment, the operator answers that the recalculation should not be
performed, then, as of such moment, any value higher or equal to the objective would be accepted. 

At the end of production, the system will ask the user if he wishes to print the label, since the system
preferences settings are defined accordingly.  In case the formula produced has dilution, a message
will be displayed, according to the illustration in figure 3 below:

Figure 3

Dye (F8)

The dye function allows to change the composition of a given formula, before producing it; creating or
not a new formula. By clicking the <Dye> button (or pressing F8) the dye screen will appear in the
production screen, as shown in the figure below:

Figure: dye window

The amounts of each one of the bases can be changed, and a description for the formula should be
informed.  By clicking the <OK> button, the system will ask if the changes made should be saved as a
(new) own formula. 

Note:
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Eventually, when a process is finished, the system will be able to display a message of the amount of
some of the bases present in the composition of the layer is very small, in relation to the layer total,
according to the figure below:

Figure: inadequate amount message

This may happen, because when the formula layer composition data is saved, the system performs a
calculation to determine the participation percentage of each base in the layer composition.  If the
amount informed for a specific base result in a participation percentage lower than the minimum
accepted by the system, the message will be displayed. In order to solve this situation, the amount of
base indicated by the system must be increased.

Service Order

Inform the service order regarding them mixture performed.

Note: this option must be set in the <Settings> option accessed through the main menu <Systems>.

Painter 

Select painter

Note: this option must be set in the <Settings> option accessed through the main menu <Systems>.

2.3.4 Producing a complement

The production of complement can be accomplished in one of two ways: 

1 - Scheduled Production

In this form of production, the complements to be produced are selected from the production window,

selecting the complement and by clicking on the production function Access button  (or via the F7
function key).

2 - Direct Production

In this form of production, the production function is called from the complement information window
by clicking on the <Mix> button (or via the F7 function key), as highlighted in the following figure:
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Figure: producing directly a complement

Procedure to produce a complement

Before producing, a supplement must be defined:

· How much to be produced;
· How proportion ratio will be used;
· What components will be used;

The quantity to be produced is reported in the Quantity field (Qty.). The default volume to be produced
is 1L and to be changed this amount, the system recalculates the amounts of each component of the
formula.

The field Ratio, when selected, it causes the system to enable the components necessary for
production. The following figure illustrates comparatively the compositions after selecting different 
Ratios.
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Figure: changing the selection ratio

In addition to the amount (volume) being produced, it can change the composition of the original
complement and create a favorite complement. This will be explained later in the <Favorite> function.

Immediately after being called the production function, the system performs a search in the stock to
check the availability of each one of the complement components. If you find any restrictive situation, a
warning window will appear as the example illustrated in the following figure:

Figure: Message window of inventory check

Note: If the answer is <Yes> to the message of inventory verification, the components in quantities
before production was insufficient and it will feature negative amount values in the inventory. The
following figure illustrates an example of this situation:

Figure: production output with insufficient inventory

Next will be explained the complement production window, illustrated by an example in the following
figure:
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Figure: complement production window

Elements of the production window

The production window has several fields of information, as well as visual elements, explained below.

Heading

In the heading, there are the general information on the complement being produced: Code,
Description and Type of the Complement. Existing fields here are only for reference and cannot be
changed.

Composition

This area lists all the components of the complement. For each component, there are listed the code
and the amount thereof to be weighed (in grams). The way to display the quantities of component
values will depend on the selection absolute/accumulated field, which defaults to absolute. In absolute
mode, each component appears with the individual quantity to be weighed, and in accumulated mode,
from the second component are displayed cumulative totals to each component.

Display

The display consists of three fields: the display field of volume of component to be produced, the code
of the current base (i.e., being weighed at the time), and the weighing value. Note: the operation of
heavy field value varies depending on the system configuration. This will be explained below. The
following figure illustrates the above fields:

Figure: display
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As stated earlier, the operation field (weighted value) will depend on the system configuration, such as
whether or not a scale connected to the system.

[No balance]

If there is no balance connected to the system, the field (weighing value) will open for entering the
weighing value.

[With balance]

In this case, the field (weighing value) will be closed to entry and will display the value read from the
balance. Here, however, we have two ways to display this value (as configured):

· "With tare", namely the display indicating the weighted value on the scale starts at zero and goes
up to the value for the component being weighed;

· "Without tare", namely the display indicating the weighted value on the scale starts with the value
for the component and goes to zero.

Graph bar

This is a visual aid element for the indication of how the amount to be weighed is below, above or
correctly adjusted in relation to the objective value of the current component weighing. The following
figure illustrates by way of example those obtained visual cues and their meaning:

Figure: graph bar

Making the weighing

The operation of the production window is extremely simple. It uses the <Next> button to inform the
system to weigh the next component of complement.

Weighing begins with the first layer of the formula identified in the <layer> fields as Layer 1. To register
a component, clicked on the <Next> button. The system then puts a check mark next to the base that
was weighed, and prepare the next component to be weighted. Here it is a comment: as already
explained, if there is no balance connected the <weighing value> field will be open for typing, but will
suggest the quantity to be weighed. The following figure illustrates the situation, highlighting in the
weighing window the above elements:
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Figure: weighing sequence

When the last component has been weighted, you must click on <OK> button to confirm the weighing
and complete the process. With the confirmation, the status of the formula will pass to produce and will
be performed at low inventory of weighed components.

The recalculation function

It may occur at the time of weighing, when the amount of component that has been added to the
balance exceeds the expected quantity (that is the objective quantity) that should be weighed. In this
case, after clicking the <Next> button [which is enabled when the value read from the balance (or
informed by the operator), is equal to or greater than the objective value] displays the following
message in the program:

Figure: recalculation message

As the answer given by the operator, we will have the following possibilities:

·  If the answer is yes, that is it must be made the recalculation, then the amounts of each
component will be recalculated, and the components already weighted (except for the component
whose amount has been exceeded) should be weighed again, with the new amounts reported on
the components grid. The grid cursor is automatically positioned on the first component to be
weighed. If, for any component, the quantity to be weighed is higher than expected, the warning
message of the need for recalculation will display again.

· If the answer is no, that is, that should not be made the recalculation, then all amounts reported,
which are equal to or greater than those provided will be accepted, and, from the component
whose amount was exceeded, and caused the display warning, even though there are higher
values than the objective, no messages appear.

The following figures illustrate by way of example, the situation described. In the figure (1), the
following are four constituent components of the composition of a complement. Let us assume that the
first component had been weighted properly:
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Figure 1

The next quantity to be weighed should be (according to the illustration above) 140.8g of the
component PLUS HARDENDER P25. Let us assume, for example, that the amount was exceeded
and the effectively value read on the balance (or informed by the operator) was 141.0g. When the
operator clicks the <Next> button, the warning message of need of recalculation would be displayed. If
the operator answered yes, all values (except the outdated base) would be recalculated, as shown in
figure (2) below:

Figure 2

Notice in the figure above that all other bases have changed their amounts. In the above situation, the
operator should reweigh a new amount of the first component (MULTI USE FILLER HS, figure 2), and
then weigh the other components (PLUS REDUCER FAST and ELAST-O-ACTIF). If, for any of them,
the weighted value exceeds again the amount objective, the recalculation-warning message would be
displayed again and so on. If in a given moment, the operator replied that should not be made the
recalculation, then, from this moment, any value greater than or equal to the goal would be accepted. 

At the end of production, the system will ask the user whether he wants to print the label, since the
System Preferences setting is set as well.

Service Order

Inform the service order in respect of the performed mixture

Note: This option must be set in the <Configuration> option accessed through the main menu
<System>

Painter
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Select the painter

Note: This option must be set in the <Configuration> option accessed through the main menu

<System>

2.3.5 Recording production

The production registration function allows performing automatic write off of the formula components
and the status change to produced. It is a fast way to produce a formula, without going through the
weighing process, in which each component of the formula must be weighed individually.  When
selecting this option, the system will request a conformation, through a message, as illustrated below:

Figure: confirmation message for automatic write off of stock / production registration

In case the options <use service order number> e <use painter> are selected in System Settings the
following screen will be displayed to show information about options:

Figure: Parameters to write off the automatic stock/ production registration

After informing the service order and the painter click the <Ok> button and a confirmation message will
be displayed.

2.3.6 Printing ancillary composition

The print function is used to print the composition of a complement. The following figure illustrates, by
an example, the complement information window, which was highlighted the <Print> button:
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Figure: access button to the print function

When you select it will appear on the screen a sample of the complement composition report, which
may be directed to the printer. The following figure illustrates, by an example, the complement
composition report:

Figure: printed of the complement composition

2.3.7 Printing formula composition

The printing function is used to print the composition of a given formula. The following figure illustrates
through an example, the information window about color, in which the <Print> button was highlighted:
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Figure: button to access the printing function

When selected, a sample of the formula composition report will be displayed in the screen, which can
be directed to the print. The following figure illustrates the formula composition report:

Figure: formula composition print

2.3.8 Printing the label

This function allows to print the formula label. The following figure illustrates, through an example, the
printed label:
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Figure: printed label

Notes: 

1) In case there is more than one label in the formula composition, one label to each one of the
existing layers will be printed.

2) In the formulas ready to use, a message indicating this condition will be printed in the label,
according to the example illustrated in the figure below:

Figure: label of ready to use formula

2.3.9 Printing the ancillary label

This function allows you to print the complement label. The following figure illustrates, by an example,
the printed label:

Figure: printed label

2.4 Database

This function of the <Colors> menu displays the information about the database:

· distribution code
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· database version
· date of last update

The following figure illustrates, through an example, the information window about the color database:

Figure: information window about database



Part

III
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3 Registration

In this menu you will find system registrations grouped.

3.1 Registration of own formulas

The own formula registration is used to add new formulas, change formulas locally produced, view the
composition of a specific own formula, export local formulas to other database and import formulas
arising from other database. The following figure illustrates, through an example, the own formula
window: 

Figure: own formula window

Note: initially, the own formula window displays the formulas of all product lines, according to the
default value of the line selection combo, located at the right superior corner of the window. In order to
display the own formulas of a given line, just select the line desired in the combo. To return to the
default display mode, select the option <All lines>.

Including own formula 

The following figure illustrates the window to add a new own formula:
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Figure: formula registration window

Registration procedure:

1. Inform the product line.

The own formula to be added in a specific product line. If the own formula window is displaying the
formula of a specific line (to which was selected in the line selection combo), the field Product, will
display, by default the selected line. This is just a suggestion to facilitate the formula registration, and
this field can be changed, selecting some other existing line. In case the own formula window is
displaying <All lines> (with this value in the line selection combo), then the product field will be
displayed empty. In this case, select the desired line. 

2. Inform the description of a formula in the field <Description>. Alphanumeric field.

3. Inform the registration date of a new formula. Note that the system suggests the current date.

4. Inform the formula composition.

Now you must inform the components of the formula. One formula is composed of one or more layers,
and each layer can be composed of one or more bases. Initially, the window displays the first layer to
be filled out (identified as layer 1). The composition of the formula must be performed informing the
bases that will compose the layers and their respective amounts, which are expressed in grams (g).

Let’s provide the following example:

Layer 1, comprising the following bases:

Basis 297 > 142.200 g
Basis 253 > 853.200 g
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Layer 2, comprising the following bases:

Basis 261 > 565.600 g
Basis 267 > 404.100 g

The step sequence to introduce this composition would be:

1) Select the base 297 in the first combo, according to the following figure:

Figure: step 1

2) Inform the amount of base, in this case: 142.200 g:

Figure: step 2

3) Select the second base of the composition (of layer 1):

Figure: step 3

4) Inform the amount of this base, in this case: 853,200 g:

Figure: step 4
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5) Let’s inform the composition of the second layer, and in order to do that it is necessary to include it
clicking the <Add> button, as illustrated in the following figure:

Figure: step 5

6) The field <composition> will be cleaned up so we can inform the composition of the new layer
added (layer 2). Let’s inform the first base of the layer 2:

Figure: step 6

7) Inform the amount of the base, in this case: 565,600 g:

Figure: step 7

8) select the second base of the composition (of the layer 2):

Figure: step 8

9) Inform the amount of the, in this case: 565,600 g:
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Figure: step 9

Important:

As the bases are added, the equivalent volume (in liters) and the sale price of the formula are
updated. These fields display the values (volume and price) rounded to two decimals. At the
moment the formula is recorded, the system recalculates the necessary amounts for
production of 1 liter of formula. The following figure illustrates the provided herein:

To the Autobase Plus line, the system adjusts the Binder amount necessary in order to balance the
formula. In case the Binder has been added to the formula composition, the system will add it and
calculate its amount, automatically.  

Notes:

· use the <Remove> button to remove a base, when necessary;
· the area to introduce the composition displays, by default 12 fields for the bases, if necessary, use

the <Add> button (located in the base field area) to add more fields to the bases.

Changing a own formula 

Use the <Change> button to modify any information about the own formula.
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Deleting a own formula 

Use the <Delete> button to erase a own formula from the database. A confirmation message will be
displayed.

Visualizing a own formula 

Use the <View> button to refer to the information of a specific own formula.

Updating records list 

Use <Update> key to updating all listed formula screen.

Filtering registrations 

Use the <Filter> button to find a formula (or a group of formulas) in the database that meets specific
search criteria: code, registration date and/or description.

Displaying all registrations 

Use the <All> button to display all formulas registered, regardless newly-used filter criteria.

Mark all formulas 

Use the <All> button to mark all formulas listed in the screen.

Exporting formulas 

Use the <Export> button to call the formula export function.

Note: at least one formula must be marked so the export file can be generated.

Importing formulas 

Use the <Import> button to call the formula import function of other database. A window will be
displayed so the import file can be selected.

Access permission
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The access to the formulas registration is controlled by the user profile logged in to the system, only
allowing users with management profiles.

3.2 User registration

The users’ registration is used to create and control the users with access to the system. The control
of functions of the system a user can execute, is done through the profile of such user.  

To access the users’ registration, click the option <Users> of the <Registrations> menu of the main
screen of the system. The following figure illustrates, through an example, the window of system
users:

Figure: system user window

Note:

The window will display the registration entries that meet all the conditions of the current filter. To
select all existing registration entries in this registration click the <All> button (or you can press the <T>
key). This button will be enabled whenever there is a registration filter being used.  

According to the following figure, the window displays a list of the users registered in the system. Each
user has a Login (identification), an access password and a specific profile.  

To add a new user, click the <Add> button in the button bar of the user registration window. (or you
can press the (I) key). The following window will be displayed:

Figure: user registration window

Login

Inform the user login (identification). An alphanumeric field of up to 20 characters. This field is
mandatory.
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Name

Inform the username. This field is mandatory. After logging in to the system, the main screen will
display in its footnote the name of the current user.

Password

Inform the user’s password. You can use letters and numbers. Note that the letters entered in CAPS
ON will be different from letter entered in caps off: therefore, the password "HOME" will be different
from the password "home". This field is mandatory.

Confirmation 

Inform the user’s password confirmation. You must inform the same word used in the field “password”.
Note that the same observation as the previous item goes here as well.  

Profile

Select  user's  profile.  User's  profile  determines  to  which  system functions  this  user  will  have  access
permission. There are three profile options to a user:

· Management
· Production
· Query

Active 

This field indicates the user status. By default, a user is added with the Active status. The access to
the system will only be allowed to Active users.  

In order to add a new user to the system, click the <Ok> button.

Searching for users

You can perform search on the database to find a specific user, or user group. In order to do that the
registration filter function is used, which is accessed by clicking the <Filter> button from the user
window buttons (or you can press the <F> key). The following figure illustrates the user filter window:
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Figure: user filter window

For the user’s registration following options are available for registration search:

· Active
· Login
· Name
· Profile

We illustrated the following operation of the user filter window, through the examples below:

Example 1

Let’s say we want to find a user that has the following login: PROD

In order to do that we can follow the sequence below:

1. Select the field <Login> from the list of available fields;
2. Position the cursor in the field <Login> and type the word PROD;
3. Select the option <Exactly the same>;
4. Click the <Ok> button.

The user searched will be displayed.

Example 2

Let’s say we want to find all users whose names are José 

In order to do that we can follow the sequence below:

1. Select the field <Name> from the list of available fields;
2. Position the cursor in the field <Name> and type the word José;
3. Select the option <Starting with>;
4. Click the <Ok> button.

All employees whose names start with the word José will be displayed.
Tip: use the search option <Exactly the same> only if you are certain about the correct spelling of the
name to be searched. 

Example 3

Let’s say we want to find all the users who have the Production profile. Note that the possible profiles
of a user are well determined: management or production.

In order to do perform the sequence, follow the sequence below:

1. Select the field <Profile> from the list of available fields;
2. Mark (only) the <Production> box;
3. Click the <Ok> button.

All users whose profiles are production will be displayed.

In case both options were marked: management and production, the users with all the possible profiles
would be listed. 

Final note: in case the parameters for several fields are filled out, entries that meet all the search
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criteria informed will be displayed.

In order to clean up all the search criteria informed, click the <Clean all> button.

Access permission 

The access to users’ registration is controlled by the user profile logged in to the system, allowing only
users with management profile.

3.3 Records of Employees

Records  of  employees  are  used  to  include  new  employees  in  the  system.  The  following  figure
illustrates, by means of an example, employee window:

Figure: window of employees registered in the system

Including an employee

Figure: window of employees records

Inform employee's name, select if it is active or not, and click in <Ok> to confirm records.

Changing records of an employee

Use <Change> key to changing the name or employee situation.
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Excluding records of an employee

Use <Eraser> key to delete an employee

Seeing records of an employee

Use <See> key to consulting an employee's name

Filtering logs 

Use  <Filter>  key  to  finding  an  employee  in  database  that  meets  determined  search  criteria:  Active,
Name

Showing all logs

Use <All> key to showing all employees registered by ignoring criteria of recently used filter.

3.4 Base registration

The base registration is used to add new bases in the system, define base prices, and control the
stock and the amount of base packages.  

To access the base registration, click the option <Bases> from the <Registration> menu in the system
main screen. The following figure illustrates, through an example, the system bases window:

Figure: bases window
Note:

The window will display the entries of the registration that meet the conditions of the current filter. To
select all existing entries click the <All> button (or you can press the <T> key). This button will be
enabled whenever there is a registration filter being used. 
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According to the previous figure, to each item listed, visual indicators are displayed. We have two
types of indicators:

· Stock level indicator
· Selected base indicator

The first indicator (stock level) will signal in red the stock values which amount is less than the
minimum value defined to the base.  

The second indicator (base source) will signal if this base had its registration performed by Sikkens. If
that is the case, the indicator will be displayed, being placed in the third column of the base window
grid.

Buttons

Change
To change a base click the <change> button from the button bar.

The following figure, illustrates through an example, the base change window:

Figure: base change window

This screen allows you to change only the value of the minimum inventory (in units or liters), the list

price of the base and the discount. After informing the values you wish to change, click the <ok>

button.

The value informed in the discount field will serve as base in the calculation of sale price of a formula.

Note: in order to change any information of the base registration, it is necessary to be logged in to the
manager profile.

View

In order to view information of a base click the <view> button from the button bar, and a screen will be
displayed Just like the change base screen, only for view, no value changes are allowed.

Filter
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You can perform this search in the database to find a specific product, or product group. In order to do
that, the registration filter function is used, which is accessed by clicking the <Filter> button of the
product window button bar (or you can press the <F> key). The following figure illustrates the
employees’ filter window:

Figure: bases filter window

In order to register the bases, the following registration search options are available:

· Code
· Description
· In Use
· Stock
· Minimum Stock
· Status
· Table

After choosing one filter option, inform what you wish to find and click <ok> to confirm.

All

Select this option to select all base registrations.

Readjustment

In order to readjust the base cost values, select this option. 

The following figure illustrates, through an example, the base readjustment window:
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Figure: base cost readjustment window

Inform the value in % (percentage) and click <OK>, after performing this operation all base cost values
registered will be readjusted according to the percentage indicated.

Movement

Select this option to see the inventory movement from the selected base.

The figure below illustrates, by way of example, the window moving base

Figure: base inventory handling window

In  this  window  select  the  period  for  consultation  and  click  <Upgrade>,  the  following  the  data  of
inventory  movement  of  base  consulted  are  presented;  for  each  movement  a  date  is  displayed,  the
history that indicates the type of movement, the bustling quantity (in units), packing in use of the base,
the document number and the user responsible for moving. A negative amount indicates a departure
from stock.

Launch

Select this option to launch bases. 

The following figure illustrates, through an example, the base launching window:
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Figure: base launching window

The launch can be:

· Input
· Output

With the following History options:

· Production 
· Loss 
· Inventory 
· Reposition 
· Transfer
· Purchase 

The  amount  may  be  reported  in  units  or  in  grams.  For  example,  to  register  a  purchase  reported  in
units but in case of a loss can report in grams.

The cost of the base should be informed when treat yourself to a record entry base as a purchase, the
outputs the cost will  automatically be calculated by the average value of the stock of  this  base.  Also
note its setting percentages to launch the input value with or without taxes.

The purpose of the base launching is to control the inputs and outputs of stock base, and to each type
of movement there is a history to be selected.  

EX: When performing a base purchase, the following must be informed in the <History> the option
<Purchase> and in <Movement> the option <Input>, in addition to inform the amount of this purchase
and the invoice number.

3.5 Complement registration

The complement registration is used to control stock, define minimum work stock and perform adjusts
in complement prices.  
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To access the complement registration, click the option <Complements> from the <Registration>
menu in the system main screen. The following figure illustrates, through an example, the system
complement window:

Figure: complements window

Note:

The window will display the data records that meet the current filter conditions. To select all records in
this register click on <All> button (alternatively, you can press <T>). This button is enabled whenever
there is any filtering of records being used.

As we can see in the figure above, for each item listed visual indicators are displayed. We have two
types of indicators:

· Stock level indicator
· Packaging selected indicator

The first indicator (stock level) will sign with the red color stock values whose amount is less than the
minimum value set for the complement.

The second indicator (selected package) will indicate which package for the complement is selected to
be used, and purchased.

To include

The following figure illustrates, by means of an example, a window of to include complement:
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Figure: window of including complement

Change 

The following figure illustrates, through an example, the change complement window:

Figure: change complement window

Code

This field displays the complement code. This field is for reference only, and cannot be changed.

Description

This field displays the complement name. This field is for reference only, and cannot be changed.

Package

This field displays the complement package size. This field is for reference only, and cannot be
changed.

Stock 

Inform here the amount (in units, UN) available in complement stock. The field liters (l) will display the
amount equivalent in liters.

Minimum stock

Inform here the minimum amount (in units, UN) of work that must be available in complement stock.
The field liters (l) will display the amount equivalent in liters.
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List price

Enter here the complement price of each unit without taxes.

Cost price

This field displays the complement cost price; this price is calculated by applying the tax to the
complement list price. This field is for reference only, and cannot be changed. Observe your
percentages configuration to the release of the table value with or without taxes.

Searching for complements

You can perform search in the database to find a specific complement, or complement group. In order
to do that, a registration filter function is used, which is accessed by clicking the <Filter> button in the
button bar of the complement window (or you can press the <F> key). The following figure illustrates
the complement filter window:

Figure: complement filter window

For the complement registration the following registration search options are available:

· Code
· Description
· In use
· Stock/Inventory
· Minimum Stock/Inventory
· Table
· Type

Price readjustment

This function is used to perform a price readjustment to all complements simultaneously.  A discount
or addition readjustment can be defined.  The following figure illustrates the price readjustment screen:
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Figure: price readjustment screen

In order to readjust the prices, you must inform the readjustment percentage value. For instance, to
promote a 10% addition to the cost prices of all complements, inform the value 10 in the field and click
the <OK> button. To give a 10% discount to the cost price of all complements, inform the value -10 in
the field, and click the <OK> button.

Access permission

The access to complement registration functions is controlled by the user profile logged in to the
system. Therefore: 

· Users with management profile can view and change the amounts in stock, cost price, as well
as use the readjustment function;

· Users with production profile only can view the registration information.

3.6 Records of Service Orders

Records  of  service  orders  are  used  to  open  a  new  service  order,  to  control  the  progress  of  an
already-open service order, and to perform service order closing. It is also possible to edit (change) a
service  order  data,  remove service  order  logs,  and  to  perform queries  in  database  by  using  several
parameters related to a service order. The following figure illustrates, by means of an ex ample,  a
window of service orders:

Figure: window of service orders
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Note:

The window will  show record logs that  meeting current  filter  conditions.  To  select  all  logs  existing  in
this  records  click  <All>  key  (optionally,  it  can  key  in  <A>).  This  key  will  be  enabled  there  always  is
some being-used log filtering.

As  it  can  be  seeing  in  previous  figure,  the  window  of  service  orders  posses,  besides  elements
common  to  several  other  system  windows,  some  visual  elements  that  help  in  the  identification  of
service order status shown. These visual elements (color circles in the colors: green, yellow and red)
identify an order according to the following status and its respective colors:

· status "up to date" (yellow color)
· status "belated"  (red color)
· status "ended"  (green color)

Explaining each previous item:

The service order possesses the status "up to date", when it is open and its planned date is higher or
equal to current date*.

The  service  order  possesses  the  status  "belated",  when  it  is  open  and  its  planned  date  is  before
current date*.

A service order possesses the status "ended", when it  was performed this-order closing, through the
function of service order closing.

(*) it is called current date the local machine date in which the program is performed.

To include service order

To  include  a  new  service  order  in  the  system,  click  <Include>  key  of  window  of  service  orders.
Optionally,  it  can  key  in  (I).  It  will  be  shown  a  window  of  service  order  records,  the  following  figure
illustrates:
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Figure: window of service order records

Observe,  in  the previous  figure,  the  window possesses  three  tabs:  Information,  Products  and  Parts.
Following it will be explained each one.

Service order Information

In  the  tab  Information  of  window  of  service  order  records  are  given  general  information  of  service
order. Some fields of this window are to data entry, and others (appearing in a grayish color) are only
to show values.

OS Number

Here  inform  the  service  order  number,  an  alphanumeric  field  with  20  characters.  This  field  is
mandatory.

Entry date

Inform the service order entry date. This field is mandatory.

Planned date

Inform the planned date for the service order end. This field is mandatory. Observe this  date  should
not  be  before  entry  date.  System  uses  this  field  value  to  classify  service  order  status  between  the
following options: "up to date" or "belated".

Exit date

In this field is shown service order exit date corresponding to date in which it was ended. This field is of
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 automatic system filling, and should not be modified by user.

OS Type

Select service order type: normal or re-work.

Costumer

Here inform the name of vehicle owner.

Payer source

Select the service order payer source in the available payer source list. This field is mandatory.

Vehicle

Enter with vehicle identification in which the service will be performed.

Year

Enter with the vehicle manufacture year. Field format: 4 numeric digits, for example: 2004.

License plate

Enter with vehicle license plate, an alphanumeric field of ten (10) characters.

Panels

Inform panel number in which the service will be made. In this regard, click in the car icon key. It will be
shown  a  window  to  mark  vehicle  parts  that  will  be  fixed.  Observation:  the  number  of  panels  is
considered to the cost calculation per part.

Color code

Inform the used color code, an alphanumeric field of twenty (20) characters.

Total budgeted amount

Here  inform  total  budgeted  amount  for  the  service  order.  This  amount  should  include  material  and
labor force costs.

Budgeted amount of paint

Here inform the budgeted amount of paint operation.

Following fields are only for shown calculated amounts, and should not be modified by user:

Spent value of paint

It shows total cost amount of products of paint system.

Spent value of complements

It shows total cost amount of products of complement system.

Total spent value
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It totals up the amount of spent value with paint and complements.

% of total labor force

It  shows  the  percentage  cost  value  of  paint  labor  force,  being  calculated  through  the  following
expression:

% of labor paint force

It  shows  the  percentage  cost  value  of  paint  labor  force,  being  calculated  through  the  following
expression:

Cost per part

It shows unitary value amount per part, being calculated through the following expression:

Products of Service order

In  the  tab  Products  of  window  of  service  order  records  are  informed  products  used  service  order
execution. The following figure illustrates tab products of window of service order records:
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Figure: tab Products of window of service order records

The previous window possesses several keys, whose function will be explained hereinafter.

[Product]

Use  this  key  to  select  all  products  that  are  not  informed  in  the  steps:  Adhesion  promoter,  Primer,
Paints and Varnishes. In clicking in this key will be shown a window, the following figure illustrates:
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Figure: window of product inclusion

To inform a product from the list of items used in service order, follow the next steps:

1) Select a responsible person;

2)  Select  a  product;  When  a  product  is  selected,  the  field  <Package>  will  show  the  content  in  a
product package.

3) Inform the used product quantity. Observe the considered unit indicated beside field.

4) Click in the key <Ok> to confirm desired-product selection.

Observation: when it is finished the process of service order records (by clicking the key <Ok>), it will
be accomplished the inventory write-off of informed quantity for products included in service order.

[Adhesion promoter]

Use this key to include products from Adhesion promoter step. In clicking in this key will be shown a
window, the following figure illustrates:
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Figure: window of Adhesion promoter product inclusion

Including  Adhesion  promoter  products  from  the  list  of  items  used  in  service  order,  follow  the  next
steps:

1) Select a responsible person;

2) Inform the used product quantity. Observe that considered unit is millimeter. This quantity should
not be zero.

3) Select surface type: Metal or Plastic.

4) Select the product to be used. According to selected product,  it  will  be necessary to also select
catalyzer and/ or diluent.

5) Click in the key <Ok> to include the product.

Note: immediately after completion of field Quantity, the program calculates product quantities, fulfilling
the quantities in millimeters, and their corresponding values in grams.

[Primer]

Use  this  key  to  include  products  from Primer  step.  In  clicking  this  key  will  be  shown  a  window,  the
following figure illustrates:
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Figure: window of Primer product inclusion

Including Primer products from the list of items used in service order, follow the next steps:

1) Select a responsible person;

2) Inform the used product quantity. Observe that considered unit is millimeter. This quantity should
not be zero.

3)  Select  the  used  product.  Note,  immediately  after  completion  of  field  Quantity,  the  program
calculates the quantities of  products,  fulfilling the quantities in  millimeters,  and their  corresponding
values in grams.

According to selected product, other products should be necessary:

4) Select Ratio, if available.

5) Select used primer: strippable, or not strippable.

6) It should be selected the surface in which primer will be applied: Metal or Plastic.

If  Plastic  surface  is  selected,  the  field  <Type>  will  be  enabled  for  choosing  one  of  the  following
options:

· hard
· flexible
· soft
· customized

When selected, the three first options (hard, flexible and soft) make Strippable Multi Use Filler  and
Not Strippable Multi Use Filler fields show percentage values suggested by system that, in this case,
should not be changed. To customize the percentage values, select customized option. It will also be
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selected Elastifying to be used.

7) Select catalyzer;

8) Select diluent;

9) Click in the key <Ok> to include the product.

[Varnish]

Use  this  key  including  products  from  Varnish  step.  In  clicking  this  key  will  be  shown  a  window,  the
following figure illustrates:

Figure: window of Varnish product inclusion

Including products Varnish products from the list of items used in service order follow the next steps:

1) Select a responsible person;

2) Inform the used product quantity. Observe that considered unit is millimeter. This quantity should
not be zero.

3) Select the surface in which will be applied the varnish: Metal or Plastic.

If Plastic surface is selected, o field <Type> will be enabled for choosing one of the following options:

· hard
· flexible
· soft
· customized

When  selected,  the  three  first  options  (hard,  flexible  and  soft)  will  show  in  Elast-O-Actif  field  an
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Elastifying percentage suggested by system  that,  in this case, should not be changed. To customize
the percentage values, select customized option.

4) Select the type: Varnish or Varnish (Quick Dry)

5) Select Autoclear product 

6) According to selected Varnish type, other information completion will be necessary.

· Ratio
· Elastifying
· Catalyzer
· Diluent
· Activating

Note: immediately after the product selection, the system calculates the respective needed quantity.

7) Click in the key <Ok> to include Varnish.

[Remove]

Use this key to delete a determined product from the service order product list.

[Paints]

Use  this  key  to  include  products  from  Paints  step.  In  clicking  this  key  will  be  shown  a  window,  the
following figure illustrates:

Including Paints products from the list of items used in service order, follow the next steps:

1) Select a responsible person;

2.1) Select desired paint.

2.2)  Inform the quantity of paint to be used.  Observe that  considered unit  is  millimeter.  This  quantity
should not be zero.

2.3) Inform product cost.

Figure: window of Paints inclusion

2.4) According to selected paint type, other information completion will be necessary:

· Ratio
· Catalyzer
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· Diluent
· Activating

Note: immediately after the product selection, the system calculates the respective needed quantity.

2.5)  Check  if  in  the  Paint  (ready  to  use)  field  the  quantity  is  the  sum  of  asked  paint  quantity  and
necessary material to production.

2.6) Click in the key <Ok> to include paint.

Parts

In  the  tab  Parts  from  window  of  service  order  records,  it  is  informed  vehicle  parts  in  which  will  be
performed repaint work. The following figure illustrates tab parts from window of service order records:

Figure: tab Parts from window of service order records

In this tab it should be marked parts in which repaint work will be made.

To mark a part, click on the small square on the left of denominated part. Optionally, it can be used the
space to mark/ mark off a part. A selection can also be performed in clicking with the mouse on the
part area in the vehicle schematic drawing.

The following figure illustrates, by means of an example, a selection of two vehicle parts:
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Figure: example of part selection

In the previous-figure example, hood and roof of vehicle parts were selected. Observe selected parts
are colored in blue in the vehicle schematic drawing.

To mark off a selected part, just click in the part area (drawing) or click in selection box associated to
part.

Observation: the field <Multiplying factor> is used as a multiplicative factor for each part. The factor will
be used to total calculation of repaired panels.

Example: in this example two parts (Roof and Hood) were selected, assuming for roof was informed an
multiplying factor 2 and for hood, an multiplying factor 3, in such a way it has an accounting of 2 parts
for roof and 3 parts for hood. It occurs due to different sizes of same parts in different cars, then for a
small car, it can be used as multiplying factor 1 and for a larger proportions car, a different multiplying
factor can be applied.

Closing a service order

To  close  a  service  order,  select  it  in  the  same  service  order  list,  and  click  in  the  key  <Close>
(optionally, it can key in <C>). It will be shown a message asking for OS closing confirmation.

Note: when ended, a service order could not be changed anymore.

Re-opening a service order

Once a service order should be ended, this could not be changed anymore (a changing function will be
disabled for this service order).

If it  is necessary to do any changing in an already ended service order,  the function of service order
re-open should be used.

To re-open a service order, click in the key <Re-open> (optionally, it can key in <R>).
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Printing OS Chart

A function  Print  from service  order  window allows  two options:  Print  a  service  order  chart  (Selected
OS) or Print service order report.

[Selected OS]

To print a selected service order chart, click in the key <Print> and select the option < Selected OS>.
Service order chart will have the following information:

· costumer
· service order type (normal or re-work)
· vehicle, year and license plate
· number of repaired panels
· used color code 
· payer source
· total budgeted amount
· budgeted amount of paint
· % labor force total
· % labor force paint
· spent value in system Sikkens
· spent value with abrasive products and others
· cost per part
· entry date
· planned date
· exit date

Besides  general  information  about  OS,  for  each  product  used  in  the  vehicle  repair,  the  following
information will be shown:

· product inclusion date in OS
· product identification
· consumed quantity
· product total price
· responsible person

The following figure illustrates, by means of an example, the printed chart:
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Figure: OS printing

[OS List]

To print service orders list, click in the key <Print> and select <All OS>.
A report  with all  service orders shown in  the main window will  be shown in  the screen,  according to
selected filter.

For each order, the following information is printed:

· OS
· Costumer
· Vehicle
· Year
· License plate
· Source
· Entry
· Fixed
· Exit
· Value fixed

3.7 Tax Invoices

Invoice  records  are  used including  a  new invoice  in  the system and  its  items in  the  stock.  It  is  also
possible, to edit  (change) an invoice data,  remove an invoice and to perform queries in database by
using  several  parameters  related  to  an  invoice.  The  following  figure  illustrates,  by  means  of  an
example, the window of service orders:
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Figure: window of invoice

Including an Invoice

To including a new Invoice, click in the key <Include> from key bars from window of invoice records
(optionally, it can key in <Alt> + <I>). It will be shown the following window:

Figure: window of invoice inclusion

Number

Inform the Invoice number as it appears in the document.

Supplier

Inform the supplier 

Issue

Inform the invoice issue date
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Inclusion

Inclusion date  is  the current  date  (*).  It  is  automatically  given by  system.  This  field  is  automatic  and
fixe, it means, it could not be changed.

(*) it is called current date the machine local date in which o program is performed.

Product

All products available and the respective packages will be shown. Select in the list the desired product
to be included in the invoice.

Quantity

Select the desired Quantity to be included.

Cost

Indicate the price of unit cost.

Observation:  the  system  can  ask  for  other  field  completion  that  should  be  applied  to  invoice  and
products.
These fields referring to fees and/ or taxes configured in the menu <System><Configuration>.

[Totals]

Freight

Inform charged freight amount in the invoice delivery.

Products

It  shows  Total  Cost  value  of  invoice  items.  This  value  is  automatically  updated,  as  products  are
included in the invoice.

Total

It shows Total Cost sum of an invoice.

Example of an invoice record

The following examples illustrate an invoice record where is applied a tax / fee, here called ICMS.

In order to tax can be applied, it  is necessary firstly record it  in the system. Record process must be
performed in the menu <System><Configuration>. For more details, see Configuration topic.

Note, once configuring taxes to be applied, two new fields will be shown:
· a column with the tax name in the window of products
· a field with the tax name in Totals.
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Figure: window of invoice inclusion with tax

Example 1

It will be seeing how to include an invoice where applied tax applied will be included in each product. 

1) Go to menu <Records><Invoices> and open the window of invoice inclusion in clicking in <Include>.

2) Include the product in the invoice.

3) Inform Quantity

4) Inform cost value

5) Indicate tax value to be applied.

Note,  automatically,  the system calculates  and  indicates  the invoice  total  cost  of  each  new included
product.  The  field  Products  indicates  the  product  total  cost,  and  in  Total,  it  appears  total  cost  plus
applied tax.
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Figure: window of invoice inclusion - tax applied to products

Thus, the calculation of invoice total will be as following:

6) Repeat the steps 2 to 5 until all products have be included.

7) After products inclusion, click in <OK>.

Example 2

It will be seeing how include an invoice where applied tax will directly be included in invoice totalization.

1) Go to menu <Records><Invoices> and open a window of invoice inclusion in clicking in <Include>.

2) Include the product in the invoice.

3) Inform Quantity

4) Inform cost value
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Figure: window of invoice inclusion - invoice total

Note,  automatically,  the system calculates  and  indicates  the invoice  total  cost  of  each  new included
product. Total indicated value is still composed only by included-product total cost.

5) Repeat the steps 2 to 4 until all products have be included.

6)  After  product  inclusion,  inform in  the field  designed to  tax  sum to  be applied  in  the  invoice.  Note
invoice total value is updated.

Figure: window of invoice inclusion - tax applied to invoice total

7) Click in <OK> to conclude the inclusion.
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Researching an invoice

It  can be performed researches  in  database  to  finding  a  determined invoice,  invoices  of  determined
supplier or invoices included in the system in a determined period. In this regard, it is used a log filter
function,  which  is  accessed  by  clicking  in  the  key  <Filter>  from  key  bars  of  window  of  products
(optionally, it can key in <Alt> + <F>). The following figure illustrates a window of invoice filter:

Figure: window of invoice filter

To product records, there are the following log research options:

· Document
· Issue
· Supplier
· Inclusion
· User

Hereinafter it is illustrated the running of window product filter, through examples:

Example 1

In the case it wanted to find all invoices whose issue date is comprised in the period from 06-15-2003
to 07-15-2003 (including initial and final dates).

In this regard it can be performed the following sequence:

1. Select the field <Issue Date> in the available field list;
2.  Select  the  option  <Interval>  and  inform  the  date  '06-15-2003'  in  the  beginning  field,  and  then

inform the date '07-15-2003' in the final field.
3. Click in the key <Ok>

It will be shown all invoices whose issue date is comprised in the informed period.

Observation:  in  the case it  wanted  to  filter  the invoices  that  have a  determined issue  date,  it  will  be
enough to inform it in the field <Date>.
Observation 2: the process is similar in the case it wanted to filter the invoices according to inclusion
date in the system.
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Example 2

In the case it wanted to find all invoices, whose document number begins with "AIX".

In this regard it can be performed the following sequence:

1. Select the field <Document> in the available field list;
2. Place the cursor in the field <Document> and type the text "AIX";
3. Select the option <Beginning with>;
3. Click in the key <Ok>

It will be shown all invoices whose Document number begins with the text "AIX".

Observation: the process is similar in the case it wanted to filter the invoices according to supplier or
with the user who did the launch in the system.

3.8 Job sources

Payer source record is used to include a new payer source in the system to be used in the opening of
a service order.

To access the payer source record, click in the option <Payer sources> from menu <Records> of main
system screen. The following figure illustrates,  by means of an example, a window of payer sources
from system:

Figure: window of payer sources

Note:

A  window  will  show  the  record  logs  that  meeting  the  conditions  of  current  filter.  To  select  all  logs
existing in this records, click in the key <All> (optionally, it  can key in <A>). This key will  be enabled
there always is some filtering of being-used logs.

Including  a  new  payer  source,  click  in  the  key  <Include>  from  key  bars  from  window  of  records  of
service sources (optionally, it can key in (I)). It will be shown the following window:
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Figure: window of payer source records

Source name

Inform the payer source name. This field is mandatory.

Payer source type

Inform  the  payer  source  type.  It  can  be  selected  a  type  source  in  the  available  type  list  (this  list  is
shown by clicking with the mouse cursor in the key containing a small down arrow in the field) or type a
text.

Description

Inform the payer source description. The field is of free typing.

To include a new payer source in the system, click in the key <Ok>.

Researching payer sources

It  can  be  performed  researches  in  database  to  finding  a  determined  payer  source,  or  set  of  payer
sources. In this regard, it is used a function of log filter that is accessed by clicking in the key <Filter>
from key bars of window of payer sources (optionally, it can key in <F>). The following figure illustrates
a window of payer source filter:
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Figure: window of payer source filter

For the product records, there are the following log research options:

· Description
· Name
· Type

Hereinafter, it is illustrated the window running of payer source filter, through examples:

Example 1

In the case it wanted to find a payer source that has the following description: Re-work source.

In this regard, it can be performed the following sequence:

1. Select the field <description> in the field list available;
2. Place the cursor in the field <description> and type the word Retra source;
3. Select the option <Beginning with>;
3. Click in the key <Ok>

It will be shown all payer sources whose description begins with the text Retra source;
Tip:  use  the  research  option  <Exactly  like>  just  if  it  is  sure  about  correct,  complete  spelling  of
description to be researched.

Example 2

In the case it wanted to find the payer source of Re-work name.

In this regard, it is done the following sequence:

1. Select the field <Name> in the field list available;
2. Place the cursor in the field <Name> and type the word Re-work;
3. Select the option <Exactly like>;
4. Click in the key <Ok>

It will be shown a payer source with Re-work name.
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Example 3

In the case it wanted to find all payer sources whose type is Insurance.

In this regard, it can be performed the following sequence:

1. Select the field <Type> in the field list available;
2. Select the option <Exactly like> from field <Type>;
3. Click in the key <Ok>

It will be shown all payer sources whose type is Insurance.
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4 Reports

All reports issued by the system are grouped herein.

Access permission

The access to all reports is controlled by the profile of the user logged in the system, and is allowed
only to the users with management profile

4.1 Mixed colors

This report shows formulas produced in a specific period. To issue the report you must inform some
parameters. The following figure illustrates the window to enter the report parameters:

Figure: parameter window to issue the report

To issue the report, inform the following parameters:

1) Period: between the initial date and final date in order for the period to be considered;
2) Select a product line or <All lines>;
3) Select a user or <All users>;
4) Inform the start and end of the service order; 
5) Select the sprayer.

To issue the report, click the <Ok> button.

Note: the options <Service Order> and <Painter> are configurable from the main menu option -
<System> - <settings> and depending on the option, when selecting <preferences> these options can
appear or not in the report filter.

Report description

The report issued will show, to the line and users selected, the formulas produced within the period
informed. To each formula a production date, formula code, its description, sale values, volume
produced (in liters), the user in charge and the painter will be displayed.
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Tip: to view the formulas produced in a specific date, inform for the initial date and final date the period
of the date desired. 

Figure: report of formulas produced 

4.2 Produced ancillaries

This report displays the complements produced in a given period. For issuing the report, you must
enter some parameters. The following figure shows the window for entry of the report parameters:

Figure: parameters window to issue the report

To issue the report, enter the following parameters

1) Period: Enter the start date and the final date for the period to be considered;
2) Select a user or <All Users>;
3) Enter the beginning and end of the service order;
4) Select the painter.

To issue the report click on <Ok> button.

Note: the <Service Order> and <Painter> options are configurable from the main menu option -
<System> - <configuration>, and depending on the option selected in <preferences> these options
may appear or not in the report filter.

Report description

The report issued will display, for the selected users, the complements produced within the reporting
period. For each complement it will be displayed the production date, the complement code, its
description, the value of sales, the production volume (in liters), the ratio, the responsible user, and the
painter.

Tip: to view the complements produced by a certain date, enter for the start and final date of the period

to the desired date.
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Figure: produced complements report 

4.3 Toner consumption

This report shows the base consumption in a specific period. To issue the report, you must inform
some parameters. The following figure illustrates the window in which you enter the report
parameters: 

Figure: parameter window to issue the report

To issue the report, inform the following parameters:

1) Period: between the initial date and final date in order for the period to be considered;
2) Select a product line or <All lines >;
3) Select a user or <All users>;
4) Inform the start and end of the service order 
5) Select the painter

To issue the report, click the <Ok> button.

Note: the options <Service Order> and <Painter> are configurable from the main menu option -
<System> - <settings> and depending on the option, when selecting <preferences> these options can
appear or not in the report filter.

Report description
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The report issued will show, to the line and users selected, the base consumption within the period
informed. To each base consumed the base code, its description, sale values, volume consumed (in
liters), and the value in units will be displayed.

Figure: toner consumption report

4.4 Ancillaries consumption

This report displays the consumption of complements in a given period. For issuing the report, you
must enter some parameters. The following figure shows the window for entry of the report
parameters:

Figure: parameters window to issue the report

To issue the report, enter the following parameters:

1) Period: Enter the start date and the final date for the period to be considered;
2) Select a user or <All Users>;
3) Enter the beginning and end of the service order;
4) Select the painter.

To issue the report click on <Ok> button.

Note: the <Service Order> and <Painter> options are configurable from the main menu option -
<System> - <configuration>, and depending on the option selected in <preferences> these options
may appear or not in the report filter.
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Report description

The report issued will display, for the selected user, the consumption of complements within the
reporting period. For each complement consumed the complement code, its description, the volume
consumed (in liters), and the corresponding value in units will appear.

Figure: complements consumption report

4.5 Purchases

This report shows the relation of purchases performed in a determined period. For the report issue, it
must  be informed  the  period  to  be  analyzed.  The  following  figure  illustrates  a  window for  the  report
parameter entry:

Figure: window of parameters for report issue

To issue the report, inform the following parameters:

1) Period: enter with initial date and final date for the period to be considered;

To issue the report click in the key <Ok>.

Report Description

Issued  report  will  show  the  relation  of  purchases  performed  in  the  period  informed.  Products  are
grouped according to each type. For each product the following information is shown:

· Product name
· Package
· Supplier
· Document (Purchase Invoice Number)
· Purchase Date
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· Purchased Quantity
· Cost per unit
· Total Cost

At the end of each grouping, grouping total cost is shown:

· Grouping Name (product type)
· Total Cost (sum of all grouping cost)

At the end of report, the general total cost is shown, it means, the sum of total costs.

· General Total
· General Total Cost

Figure: report of relation of purchases in a period

4.6 Reports: Turnover

This report displays the inventory movement of bases in a certain period. For the issuance of the

report you should inform some parameters. The following figure shows the window for the input of the

report parameters:

Figure: Parameter window to issue of the report
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To send the report, enter the following parameters:

1) Period: Enter the start date and end date for the period to be considered;
2) Select a product line or <all lines>;
3) Select a user or <All users>;
4) Enter the start and end of the service order
5) Select the painter

To issue the report click the <Ok> button.

Note: <Service Order> and <Painter> options are configurable from the main menu option - <System>
- <Setting> and depending on the option selected in <Preferences> these options may not appear in
the report filter.

Report Description

The report  issued will  display  for  the  selected  line  and  users,  all  movements  of  all  bases  within  the
reported period.

For each base, the code base is displayed, its description, packaging in use, date of movement,  the
history, the quantity (in units), the corresponding document and the user responsible

Figure: report of moving bases

4.7 Service record list

This report shows the relation of service orders performed in a determined period. For the report issue,
it  is  necessary  to  inform  some  parameters.  The  following  figure  illustrates  a  window  for  the  report
parameter entry:
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Figure: window of parameters for report issue

To report issue, inform the following parameters:

1) Period: enter with initial date and final date for the period to be considered;
2) Select the service order type to be considered. For example, when Re-work option is selected, it will
be accounted only vehicles whose service order is Re-work type.

To report issue, click in the key <Ok>.

Report Description

The issued report will show the relation of service orders performed in the informed period. For each
service order, the following information is shown:

· service order number
· costumer
· vehicle
· vehicle license plate
· service order type
· number of panels
· entry date
· planned date
· exit date
· payer source
· total budgeted amount
· budgeted amount paint
· spent value (Products Akzo)
· spent value (abrasive products and others)
· total spent value
· % of labor force total
· % of labor force paint
· cost per part
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Figure: report of service order relation

4.8 VOC

This report will be displayed in the main menu of the system only when the option <See VOC
information> is selected from the main menu option - <System> - <Configuration>.

This report shows the VOC emission corresponding to each toner used in the production of formulas in
a certain period. To the production of the report you must inform some parameters. The exhibit that
follows illustrates the window to the input parameters of the report:

Exhibit: parameters window to report production

To issue the report, enter the following parameters:

1) Period: between the initial date and final date in order for the period to be considered;
2) Select a product line or <All lines>;
3) Select a user or <All users>;
4) Inform the start and end times of the service order;
5) Select the sprayer.

To issue the report, click the <Ok> button.

Note: the options <Service Order> and <Painter> are configurable from the main menu option -
<System> - <settings> and depending on the option, when selecting <preferences> these options can
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appear or not in the report filter.

Report description

The report issued will show, for the line and users selected, the amount in grams of VOC issued per
each toner within the period informed. To each toner consumed will be display the code of the toner,
its description, the amount consumed (in liters), the value of VOC (in grams per liter) and amount of
VOC emitted (in grams).

Exhibit: report VOC query

4.9 VOC of complements

This  report  will  be  shown  in  the  main  system  menu  only  when  it  is  selected  the  option  <See  VOC
information> from main menu option - <System> - <Configuration>.

This  report  shows a VOC issue  corresponding  to  each complement  used in  formula  production  in  a
determined  period.  For  the  report  issue,  it  is  necessary  to  inform  some  parameters.  The  following
figure illustrates a window for the report parameter entry:

Figure: window of parameters for report issue
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To report issue, inform the following parameters:

1) Period: enter with initial date and final date for the period to be considered;
2) Select a user or <All users>;
3) Inform the service order beginning and the end
4) Select the painter

To report issue, click in the key <Ok>.

Observation:  options  <Service  order>  and  <Painter>  are  configurable  from  main  menu  option  -
<System>  -  <Configuration>  and  depending  on  options  selected  in  <Preferences>  those  fields  can
appear or not in the report filter.

Report Description

The report  will  show,  for  the selected  line  and  users,  the quantity  in  grams of  VOC issued  for  each
complement  in  the  informed  period.  For  each  consumed  complement,  o  complement  code,  its
description, the consumed volume (in liters), VOC value (in grams per liters) and a quantity of Issued
VOC (in grams) will be shown.

Figure: VOC issue report

4.10 VOC report per service order

This report will be displayed in the main menu of the system only when the option is selected <See
VOC information>
from the main menu option - <System> - <Configuration>.

This report shows the total VOC emission for each formula produced in a certain period and grouped
per service order. For the emission of the report you must inform some parameters. The exhibit the
follows illustrates the window to the input parameters of the report:
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Exhibit: parameters window to report production

To issue the report, enter the following parameters:

1) Period: between the initial date and final date in order for the period to be considered;
2) Select a product line or <All lines>;
3) Select a user or <All users>;
4) Inform the start and end times of the service order;
5) Select the sprayer.

To issue the report, click the <Ok> button.

Note: the options <Service Order> and <Painter> are configurable from the main menu option -
<System> - <settings> and depending on the option, when selecting <preferences> these options can
appear or not in the report filter.

Report description

The report issued will show, for the line and users selected, the amount in grams of VOC issued in the
production of each formula within the informed period. For each formula produced the number of the
service order, the description of the color produced, the amount produced (in liters), the average value
of VOC (in grams per liter) and amount of VOC emitted (in grams)will be displayed.
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Exhibit: VOC report per service order

4.11 Toners - Stock control

This report displays the quantity in stock of the bases of each of the product lines. For the issuance of
the report you must select the parameter that indicates how will calculate the cost price: the current
price of the product or the average cost of inventory. The following figure shows the window for the
input of the report parameters:

Figure: Parameter window to issue of the
report

In calculating the price is also used the setting of taxes made from the main menu option - <System> -
<Percentages>. Therefore, the report can display up to 4 cost prices as configured per settings:

· Calculating the price of the product with the application of taxes; 
· Calculating the price of the product without application taxes; 
· Calculating the average price with taxes application;
· Calculating the average price without application taxes.

This report shows the base amounts in stock of each one of the product lines. To each base, the code,
the description, cost price, amount (current) in stock (in units), minimum amount in stock, the
reposition value (if any) and the amount in stock expressed in units are displayed.  

Note: the reposition value refers to the difference between the value defined as minimum and the
amount (current) in stock.
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Figure: base stock report

4.12 Toners - Purchase suggestion

This report displays the quantity in stock of the bases of each of the product lines and their quantities
necessary for replacement. For the issuance of the report you must select the parameter that indicates
how will calculate the cost price: the current price of the product or the average cost of inventory. The
following figure shows the window for the input of the report parameters:

Figure: Parameter window to issue of the
report

In calculating the price is also used the setting of taxes made from the main menu option - <System> -
<Percentages>. Therefore, the report can display up to 4 cost prices as configured per settings:

· Calculating the price of the product with the application of taxes; 
· Calculating the price of the product without application taxes; 
· Calculating the average price with taxes application;
· Calculating the average price without application taxes.

This report shows the base amounts in stock of each one of the product lines. To each base, the code,
the description, cost price, amount (current) in stock (in units), minimum amount in stock, the
reposition value (if any) and the amount in stock expressed in units are displayed. This report is
actually a summary of the base stock report, in which only shows the bases to which reposition values
are available, i.e., the amount in stock is lower than the amount defined as minimum.  

Note: the reposition value refers to the difference between the value defined as minimum and the
amount (current) in stock.

At the end of the report a total cost value of the bases listed is shown.
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Figure: base purchase suggestion report

4.13 Ancillaries - Stock

This report shows the complement amount in stock. To each complement, the code, description, cost
price, amount (current) in stock (in units), the minimum amount in stock, the reposition value (if any)
and the capacity of the package used, expressed in liters are displayed.

Note: the reposition value refers to the difference between the value defined as minimum and the
amount (current) in stock.

Figure: complement in stock report

4.14 Ancillaries - Purchase suggestion

This report shows the complement amount in stock. To each complement, the code, description, cost
price, amount (current) in stock (in units), the minimum amount in stock, the reposition value (if any)
and the capacity of the package used, expressed in liters are displayed. This report is actually a
summary of the complement amount in stock report, in which only shows the complements to which
reposition values are available, i.e., the amount in stock is lower than the amount defined as minimum.

Note: the reposition value refers to the difference between the value defined as minimum and the
amount (current) in stock.
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Figure: complement purchase suggestion reports

4.15 Price lists

This report shows a list of formula prices. To issue this report you must inform some parameters. The
following figure illustrates the window to enter the report parameters:

Figure: parameter window to issue the report

To issue the report, inform the following parameters:

1) Select a product line
2) Select the option <ready to use> in case you only want the lines that are ready to use
3) Inform the margin to be searched 
4) Inform dilution
5) Select package
6) Select manufacturer
7) Choose the way the report will be ordered, by Code or Description

To issue the report, click the <Ok> button.

Report description

This report shows the formula prices. To each formula, the code, description, date, version,
alternative, start, end, price are displayed.
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Figure: formula price report

4.16 Excel

In this topic, options to export reports to then compatible file with Excel are grouped.

4.16.1 Purchases

This  report  option  exports  the  report  of  purchases  performed  in  a  determined  period  for  then
compatible  file  with  Excel.  For  the  report  issue,  it  must  be  informed  the  period  to  be  analyzed.  The
following figure illustrates a window for the report parameter entry:

Figure: window of parameters for report issue

To report issue, inform the following parameters:

1) Period: enter with initial date and final date for the period to be considered;

To report issue, click in the key <Ok>.
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Figure: window of the path to export the file

The window shown in the previous figure is used to save a file.

To export the report generated by an Excel spreadsheet, follow these steps:

·   Select the destination directory for the export file in the field <Save in>
·   Inform the export file name, in the field <File name>

The generated report will be generated in a *Excel spreadsheet with the informed name.

(*) Excel is a trademark registered by Microsoft Corporation.

4.16.2 Service orders

This  report  option  exports  the  relation  of  service  orders  performed  in  a  determined  period  for  then
compatible  file  with  Excel.  For  the  report  issue,  it  must  be  informed  the  period  to  be  analyzed.  The
following figure illustrates a window for the report parameter entry:

Figure: window of parameters for report issue

1) Period: enter with initial date and final date for the period to be considered;
2) Select the service order type to be considered. For example, when Re-work option is selected, it will
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be accounted only vehicles whose service order is Re-work type.

Figure: window of the path to export the file

The shown window in the previous figure is used to save a file. 
To export the report generated by an Excel spreadsheet, follow these steps:

·   Select the destination directory for the export file in the field <Save in>
·   Inform the export file name, in the field <File name>

The generated report will be generated in a *Excel spreadsheet with the informed name.

(*) Excel is a trademark registered by Microsoft Corporation.

4.16.3 Service order items

This report option exports the relation of items used in service orders in a determined period for then
compatible  file  with  Excel.  For  the  report  issue,  it  must  be  informed  the  period  to  be  analyzed.  The
following figure illustrates a window for the report parameter entry:

Figure: window of parameters for report issue

1) Period: enter with initial date and final date for the period to be considered;
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2) Select the service order type to be considered. For example, when Re-work option is selected, it will
be accounted only vehicles whose service order is Re-work type.

Figure: window of the path to export the file

The shown window in the previous figure is used to save a file. 
To export the report generated by an Excel spreadsheet, follow these steps:

·   Select the destination directory for the export file in the field <Save in>
·   Inform the export file name, in the field <File name>

The generated report will be generated in a *Excel spreadsheet with the informed name.

(*) Excel is a trademark registered by Microsoft Corporation.
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5 Graphs

Here all graphics issued by system are grouped.

5.1 Cars repaired

This report shows the number of cars that were repaired per day, week or month. For the report issue,
it  is  necessary  to  inform  some  parameters.  The  following  figure  illustrates  a  window  for  the  report
parameter entry:

Figure: window of parameters for graphic issue

To report issue, inform the following parameters:

1) Period: enter with initial date and final date for the period to be considered;
2) Select the grouping type that should be considered (Day, Weekly, or Monthly)
3) Select the service order type to be considered. For example, when Re-work option is selected, it will
be accounted only vehicles whose service order is Re-work type.

To report issue, click in the key <Ok>.

Report Description

The  issued  report  will  show,  the  number  of  repaired  cars,  in  each  one  of  comprised  dates  in  the
informed  period.  In  the  report  graph  horizontal  axis  appear  the  dates  in  which  at  least  a  repaired
occurred;  in  the  graph  vertical  axis  are  filled  the  amount  of  vehicles  that  were  repaired.  Dates  that
appear in  the horizontal  axis  (dates in  which there  was  a  vehicle  repair)  correspond to  the exit  date
(closing) of service order.

Tip:  to  view how many vehicles  were  repaired  in  a  determined date,  inform the desired  date  for  the
initial date and final period.
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Figure: report of number of repaired cars
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5.2 Billing per job source

This report shows billing data per payer source for then determined period. For the report issue, it  is
necessary  to  inform  some  parameters.  The  following  figure  illustrates  a  window  for  the  report
parameter entry:

Figure: window of parameters for graphic issue

To report issue, inform the following parameters:

1) Period: enter with initial date and final date for the period to be considered;
2) Select the service order type to be considered. For example, when Re-work option is selected, it will
be accounted only vehicles whose service order is Re-work type.

To report issue, click in the key <Ok>.

Report Description

The issued report will show the paint billing, total billing, and the amount of vehicles that were repaired,
per  payer  source,  in  the  informed  period.  In  the  report  graph  horizontal  axis,  the  payer  sources  are
filled  with  their  respective  quantity  values  of  repaired  parts;  in  the  graph  vertical  axis  are  filled  the
respective values of paint billing and total billing.

Figure: graphic of billing per payer source
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5.3 Cost per panel repaired

This report shows the cost (average) per repaired part in a determined period. For the report issue, it is
necessary  to  inform  some  parameters.  The  following  figure  illustrates  a  window  for  the  report
parameter entry:

Figure: window of parameters for report issue

To report issue, inform the following parameters:

1) Period: enter with the initial and final month/year for the period to be considered;
2) Select the service order type to be considered. For example, when Re-work option is selected, it will
be accounted only vehicles whose service order is Re-work type.

To report issue, click in the key <Ok>.

Report Description

This  report  shows  the  average  cost  per  repaired  part,  for  then  determined  informed  period.  In  the
graphic  horizontal  axis  are  filled  the  months  comprised  in  the  informed  period.  In  the  graph  vertical
axis  are  filled  the  average  expenditure  values  obtained  per  part.  For  then  determined  month  the
average expenditure is calculated of the following way: total service order spent values are added, and
then, divided this value by number of panels that were repaired. For each designed monthly average
cost, it is indicated through different colors the participation percentage in the product cost of Sikkens
system and Abrasive and other system.

Figure: report of cost per repaired part
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5.4 Material costs as % of paint billings

This  report  shows  the  values  of  material  spent  percentage  on  paint  labor  force  billing  for  then
determined  informed  period.  For  the  report  issue,  it  is  necessary  to  inform  some  parameters.  The
following figure illustrates a window for the report parameter entry:

Figure: window of parameters for report issue

To report issue, inform the following parameters:

1) Period: enter with the initial and final month/year for the period to be considered;
2) Select the service order type to be considered. For example, when Re-work option is selected, it will
be accounted only vehicles whose service order is Re-work type.

To report issue, click in the key <Ok>.

Report Description

The issued report will show the values of material spent percentage on paint labor force billing, in each
month comprised in the informed period. In the report graph horizontal axis, it appears the months in
which at least a repaired occurred; in the graph vertical axis are filled the spent percentage obtained
for the listed months in the informed period.

Figure: report of material spent percentage on paint labor force billing
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5.5 Material costs as % of total billings

This  report  shows  the  values  of  material  spent  percentage  on  total  labor  force  billing  for  then
determined  informed  period.  For  the  report  issue,  it  is  necessary  to  inform  some  parameters.  The
following figure illustrates a window for the report parameter entry:

Figure: window of parameters for graphic issue

To report issue, inform the following parameters:

1) Period: enter with o month/year initial and final for the period to be considered;
2) Select the service order type to be considered. For example, when Re-work option is selected, it will
be accounted only vehicles whose service order is Re-work type.

To report issue, click in the key <Ok>.

Report Description

The issued report will show the values of material spent percentage on total labor force billing, in each
month comprised in the informed period. In the report graph horizontal axis, it appears the months in
which at least a repaired occurred; in the graph vertical axis are filled the spent percentage obtained
for the listed months in the informed period.

Figure: graphic of material spent percentage on total labor force billing
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5.6 Costs per material type

This report shows expenditure percentage per material type (Sikkens and Abrasive products and other
Systems),  For then determined informed period. For the report  issue, it  is necessary to inform some
parameters. The following figure illustrates a window for the report parameter entry:

Figure: window of parameters for graphic issue

To report issue, inform the following parameters:

1) Period: enter with initial date and final date for the period to be considered;
2) Select the service order type to be considered. For example, when Re-work option is selected, it will
be accounted only vehicles whose service order is Re-work type.

To report issue, click in the key <Ok>.

Report Description

The issued report will show a Pizza type graphic, in which total expenditure of materials in the informed
period are grouped in the groups of materials from Sikkens and Abrasive products and other Systems.
 In the designed graphic will  be shown each group percentage in  which in the report  top right  corner
are shown the absolute expenditure values per group.

Figure: graphic of expenses per material type
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5.7 Costs per employee

This  report  shows the expense of  materials  per  productive one for  then determined time period  and
informed  productive  area.  For  the  report  issue,  it  is  necessary  to  inform  some  parameters.  The
following figure illustrates a window for the report parameter entry:

Figure: window of parameters for graphic issue

To report issue, inform the following parameters:

1) Period: enter with initial date and final date for the period to be considered;
2) Area: select a productive area that should be considered.
3) Select the service order type to be considered. For example, when Re-work option is selected, it will
be accounted only vehicles whose service order is Re-work type.

To report issue, click in the key <Ok>.

Report Description

The issued report will show, for each productive, the sum of everything expended divided by produced
part  total,  taking  into  account  produced  part  is  a  quantity  of  informed  parts  multiplied  by  factor  of
individual multiplication for each part. 

Example: marked parts (Hood and Roof), hood multiplying factor = 2, and roof multiplying factor = 3,
so that it will be contabilized 2 hood parts and 3 roof parts, this multiplying factor is informed in service
order, tab Parts.

According to informed period and selected area, it will be shown in the report graph horizontal axis, the
products that had some material expenditure (for the informed area) in the period; in the graph vertical
axis,  they are filled the totals consumed for  each one of  listed productive ones.  For  each productive
one,  the vertical  bars  are  divided in  regions  proportional  to  percentage  of  materials  consumed  from
Sikkens and Abrasive products and other systems.

The shown window possesses two tabs indicating total value and the average per part each one.
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Figure: graphic of total expenditure of materials per productive

Figure: graphic of average expenditure of parts per productive
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5.8 Average number of panels repaired

This report shows a worked part average in a determined period. For the report issue, it is necessary
to inform some parameters. The following figure illustrates a window for the report parameter entry:

Figure: window of parameters for graphic issue

To report issue, inform the following parameters:

1) Period: enter with the initial and final month/ year for the period to be considered;
2) Select the service order type to be considered. For example, when Re-work option is selected, it will
be accounted only vehicles whose service order is Re-work type.

To report issue, click in the key <Ok>.

Report Description

This report shows, for each comprised month in the considered period, the average number of parts
(panels) of vehicles that were repaired. This value (average) is obtained in dividing the total of panels
repaired  in  the  month  by  the  number  of  service  orders  performed  (closed).  In  the  report  graph
horizontal axis, the comprised months in the informed period are filled; in the vertical axis the averages
of worked parts are filled.

Figure: graphic of worked part average
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5.9 Billings / Panel per job source

This  report  shows  the  distributed  data  of  service  source  billing  and  repaired  part  distribution  in  a
period. For the report issue, it is necessary to inform some parameters. The following figure illustrates
a window for the report parameter entry:

Figure: window of parameters for graphic issue

To report issue, inform the following parameters:

1) Period: enter with o month/year initial and final for the period to be considered;
2) Select the service order type to be considered. For example, when Re-work option is selected, it will
be accounted only vehicles whose service order is Re-work type.

To report issue, click in the key <Ok>.

Report Description

The  issued  report  will  show  service  source  billing  distribution  and  a  repaired  part  distribution  in  the
informed period. Each distribution will be shown in pizza type graphic.

The shown window possesses two tabs, one for each distribution (billing and parts).

Figure: payer source billing distribution
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Figure: payer source repaired part distribution
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5.10 Billings evolution per job source

This report shows the evolution of payer source billing for then determined period. For the report issue,
it  is  necessary  to  inform  some  parameters.  The  following  figure  illustrates  a  window  for  the  report
parameter entry:

Figure: window of parameters for graphic issue

To report issue, inform the following parameters:

1) Period: enter with initial and final month/year for the period to be considered;
2) Select a payer source;
3) Select the service order type to be considered. For example, when Re-work option is selected, it will
be accounted only vehicles whose service order is Re-work type.

To report issue, click in the key <Ok>.

Report Description

The issued report will show for the selected payer source, billing evolution, in the informed period. In
the  report  graph  horizontal  axis,  months  comprised  in  the  informed  period  are  filled,  with  their
respective quantity values of repaired vehicles; in the graph vertical axis, the totals of billing obtained
through the period and the respective paint billing values are filled.

Figure: graphic of payer source billing evolution
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5.11 Delivery punctuality

This report shows data of punctuality of delivery of vehicles for then determined period. For the report
issue,  it  is  necessary  to  inform  some  parameters.  The  following  figure  illustrates  a  window  for  the
report parameter entry:

Figure: window of parameters for graphic issue

To report issue, inform the following parameters:

1) Period: enter with initial date and final date for the period to be considered;
2) Select the service order type to be considered. For example, when Re-work option is selected, it will
be accounted only vehicles whose service order is Re-work type.

To report issue, click in the key <Ok>.

Report Description

The issued report  will  show,  in  a  pizza  type  graphic,  the  percentage  of  delivered  vehicles,  ahead  of
schedule, on time, and after the deadline (original)  of service orders.  For  the finished service orders
after the original deadline (planned date) are grouped the totals of vehicles in the following categories:
up to 3 days and more than 10 days. Service orders closing in the informed period are considered.

Figure: graphic of punctuality of delivery
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5.12 Cost of re-do's

This report shows data of re-work cost of service orders for then determined period informed. For the
report  issue it  must  be informed the desired  period.  The following  figure  illustrates  a  window for  the
report parameter entry:

Figure: window of parameter for graphic issue

To report issue, inform o desired period:

Enter with initial and final month/year for the period to be considered;

To report issue, click in the key <Ok>.

Report Description

The  issued  report  will  show  o  total  number  of  reworked  parts  as  well  as  the  total  expense  value  in
service orders, in each month comprised in the informed period. In the report graph horizontal axis, it
appears the months in which there was at least a re-work; in the graph vertical axis, total expenses per
month are filled. In the vertical bars, it is highlighted shown the number of parts that were reworked in
the referred month.

Figure: graphic of re-work cost

5.13 Re-do rate

This report shows data of re-work index of service orders for then determined informed period. For the
report  issue, it  must be informed the desired period. The following figure illustrates a window for  the
report parameter entry:
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Figure: window of parameter for graphic issue

To report issue, inform o desired period:

Enter with initial and final month/year for the period to be considered;

To report issue, click in the key <Ok>.

Report Description

The issued report will show the percentage of re-work, in each month comprised in the informed period
. In a given period, it will be calculated the percentage of a number of re-work orders in relation to total
number f orders. In the report graph horizontal axis, it appears months in which there were at least a
re-work; in the graph vertical axis, the respective percentages are filled.

Figure: graphic of re-work index
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6 Tools

This option from the main menu contains the options to locate the codes, access to datasheet of the
system and the data import and export functions.

6.1 Location

This function allows locating the color code of a specific vehicle model of a manufacturer. The
following figure shows illustrates, through an example, the window to locate the color code of the
vehicle:

Figure: window to locate the color code of the vehicle

To locate a specific color code, follow the steps:

1. Select a manufacturer;
2. Select the vehicle model.

When the manufacturer and vehicle model are selected, the location of the vehicle color code will be
displayed in a schematic reproduction of a vehicle.  In addition to the highlight (in dark red) the location
description is displayed.

6.2 Documentation

This function shows the available documents about the Akzo products. In order to view such
documents the Acrobat Reader* program needs to be installed in the computer where the system is
being executed. 

A directory structure will be assembled containing reference folders, according to the directory
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structure provided by Akzo. 

The following figure shows illustrates, through an example, the document folders displayed:

Figure: document folders

The structure of the document folders can be divided in other subfolders. In the figure we can see,
through an example, the last level of folders in which the documents are located:
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Figure: details of the documents in a folder

Above we can see the links to documents and the link to the previous level. The first ones to be clicked
on open the document to be visualized and the last one displays the previous referred page.  

Note: in case the documents are not found, a message will be displayed to the user.

(*) Acrobat Reader is a trademark of Adobe.

6.3 Database

Import and export functions for formulas and update files.

6.3.1 Export

This option from the <Tools> menu is used to export the formulas from the local database to another
database. When called, a window will be displayed so the password can be entered:

Figure: password window

Note: the password to be entered is a password provided by Akzo, and not the current user’s
password.

After confirmation, export files will be generated (as text).
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Access permission

The access to this function is controlled by the user profile logged in to the system, allowing only users
with management profiles.

6.3.2 Import

This option from the <Tools> menu is used to import formulas arising from another database to the
local database accessed by the system. In case the documents are not found, a message will be
displayed to the user, as illustrated below:

Figure: import function warning

Access permission

The access to this function is controlled by the user profile logged in to the system, allowing only
employees with management profiles.

6.3.3 Web import

This option from the <Tools> menu is used to import the existing updates through the internet to the
local database accessed by the system. 

Figure: file import window

In case the files for updated are not found, a message will be displayed to the user, as illustrated
below:

Figure: import function warning
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In case there are update files, the files will be saved in a folder in the hard drive and after the download
is finished, the import process of the files downloaded will start.

Figura: aviso da função de importação

Caso exista arquivos de atualização, os arquivos serão salvos em uma pasta do disco rígido e após
concluir o download será iniciado o processo de importação dos arquivos baixados.

Access permission

The access to this function is controlled by the user’s profile logged in to the system, allowing only
users with management profiles.

6.4 Prices

Function to export and import values regarding the bases registered.

6.4.1 Export

This option is used to export values arising from the bases.

Figure: price list export 

There are three export options:

Table 

The values arising from bases calculating all taxes registered will be exported

Cost 

The values arising from bases calculating only ICMS as tax will be exported
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Table 

sale values arising from bases will be exported

Procedure 

Select the type of export. Inform the directory where the export files will be saved and click OK, three
export files will be generated ("COMPL", "PACKG" e "PRICE") in the informed location through the
directory option.

6.4.2 Import

This option is used to import values arising from a base. In case the documents to be imported are not
found, a message will be displayed, as illustrated below:

Figure: import function warning

Note: the files to be imported should be in the same folder where the setup of the program was
located, normally the folder is: "C:\Program Files\ColorPro".

6.4.3 Formulas

Functions to import formulas from MMSystem and Mixt2000 programs.

6.4.3.1 Import from the MMSystem

This option from the <Tools> menu is used to import formulas arising from another database of the
MMSystem program to the local database accessed by the system. When selected, this option will be
displayed on the screen to inform the directory in which the database is:

Figure: directory selection window
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After informing the directory, click <Ok> to proceed with importing.

Access permission

The access to this function is controlled by the user’s profile logged in to the system, allowing only
users with management profiles.

6.4.3.2 Import from Mixt2000

This option from the <Tools> menu is used to import formulas arising from another database of
theMixt2000 program to the local database accessed by the system. When selected, this option will be
displayed on the screen to inform the directory in which the database is:

Figure: directory selection window

After informing the directory, click <Ok> to proceed with importing.

Access permission

The access to this function is controlled by the user’s profile logged in to the system, allowing only
users with management profiles.
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7 System

This option from the main menu contains the options to change the password, the access to the
package registration, the percentage registration and the system settings screen.

7.1 Change password

This function is used to change the current user’s password. When selected, the following will be
displayed:

To change the password, follow the steps:

Enter CURRENT PASSWORD in the <Current password> field;

Enter NEW PASSWORD in the <New password> field;

Enter NEW PASSWORD in the <Confirmation> field.

Press <Ok> so the change can be saved. From now on, all operations that need password will use the
new password informed.

7.2 Packagings

This registration is used to control the packages used by the system during production. Here, the
packages available to use are defined, as well as the prices chosen to market these packages. The
following figure illustrates the package registration:
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Figure: package registration window

To each package, the code, description, price, capacity and presentation are displayed. Colors are
used to signal the availability (or not) of a specific presentation.  As example, the package code 61 of
the figure above. The black bottom to the 1/4 and 3/4 forms indicates they have not been cleared by
Akzo for marketing. The other (1/2) are cleared to use. To the cleared ones it is possible to selected
the ones that will be available to use in the production, in the given example, only the 1/1 form. The
following figure highlights the symbology adopted:

Figure: package selection

To make a package presentation available (1/4, 1/2, 3/4 or 1/1) click on the presentation desired. Note:
all (and only) presentations cleared by Akzo can be marked.

To change the price of a given package, select the same one from the package list and position the
cursor in the field corresponding to the package price.

To save the changes made, click <OK>.

Note:

When trying to save the changes to the package registration, the system performs a check in all lines
to detect if at least one use package was not defined to a line, otherwise, the production of a formula
with this line cannot be performed.

Access permission

The access to this function is controlled by the user’s profile logged in to the system, allowing only
users with management profiles.
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7.3 Pricing Tools

This function is used to define the profit margin to be used in marketing, define tax values to be
charged, as well as customer profiles. The following figure illustrates the percentage window:

Figure: pricing tools window

Profit margin

Inform in this field the profit margin percentage to be used by the system.

Taxes apply to list price

This setting indicates to the system as the cost price of the bases and thinner to be calculated. 

If this option is checked, then the composition of production cost is given by the table price plus taxes
configured here. If this option is unchecked the cost price is equal to the table price.

Taxes 

You can define the values to each existing tax to each product line, or define that the system considers
all taxes the same to all existing product lines. If that is the case, mark the corresponding field. If you
wish to define different values to each line, you must follow these steps:

1. Select the line;
2. Inform the value of each one of the taxes listed.

Profiles

Here, you define the coefficients of each one of the customer profiles per product line. In order to
include a customer profile, follow the steps:

1. Inform the profile description;
2. Inform the factor value to be used.

Profile example

Let’s say we want to give a 15% discount to the VIP category. The VIP description would be informed
to this profile and the coefficient 0.85 would be also. Explanation: the coefficient field indicates which
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factor the value of the formula must be multiplied by to reach the final price with discount, according to
the rule: 

Factor = (1- discount/100)

For the example given, we have the Factor = (1-15/100) = 0.85

In the following figure, we have an example on how to fill out customer profiles:

Figure: example on customer profiles

Explaining the figure above, we have:

· To the VIP profile, a 15% discount (factor = 0.85);
· To the Regular profile a 5% discount (factor = 0.95);
· To the C profile a 20% addition (factor = 1.20);

Access permission

The access to this function is controlled by the user’s profile logged in to the system, allowing only
users with management profiles.

7.4 Pricing Tools Ancillaries

This function is used to set the profit margin to be used in marketing, define the values of the taxes to
be collected as well as the customer profiles. The following figure illustrates through an example the
complements percentages window:

Figure: complements percentages window
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Profit margin

Report in this field the profit margin percentage to be used by the system.

Apply taxes to the list price

This configuration indicate for the system how should be calculated the cost price of complementary. 

If this option is checked then the cost price composition will be given by the list price and taxes set in
this document. If this option is unchecked, the cost price will be equal to the list price.

Taxes

You can set the values of each one of the existing taxes for each of the indicated types.

Profiles

Here you can define the coefficients of each customer profiles for all complements. The customer
profiles listed are those created in the configuration of percentages for bases, here are only defined
the coefficients for complements.

Profile example

Let us say we want to give 15% discount to the VIP category. For this profile will be selected the VIP
description and the coefficient 0.85. Explaining: the coefficient field indicates by which factor should be
multiplied the value of the formula to reach at the final discounted price, according to the rule:

Factor = (1- discount/100)

For the given example we have Factor = (1-15/100) = 0.85

In the following figure, there is an example of filling customer profiles:

Figure: example of costumer profile

Explaining the figure above, we have:

· to the VIP profile was designated a discount of 15% (factor = 0.85);
· to the Regular profile was designated a discount of 5% (factor = 0.95);
· to the C profile was designated an addition of 20% (factor = 1.20);

Access permission
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The access to this function is controlled by the user's profile logged in the system, being allowed only
to users with management profile.

7.5 Configuration

This function allows configuring the system working parameters, the interface with the ser, connected
equipment, searches and the label to be used.  

In order to access the settings function, select the <Settings> item from the <System> options in the
main menu. A screen as the one pictured below will be displayed:

The settings screen has five buttons located on the left: Preferences, Interface, Balance, Search and
Label. As default, the Preferences tab is displayed. As follows, we explain each group of configurable
parameters

[Preferences]

Figure: settings screen

Company name

Inform the identification of the company in which the system is used. This identification will be used on
the header of reports printed by the system

Preferences 

Use formulas ready to use whenever possible

If marked, the information about the color will display the composition of the ready to use formula, i.e.,
with solvent added to it. 

Show formulas with accumulated values

If marked, the information window about the color will show the base amount (formula component) of
an accumulated form. This field also controls the display form of component amounts in the weighing
window.  .
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Ask if wants to print the label at the end of production

If marked, by the end of a formula production, a message will be displayed to print the label. 

Use the number of the service order in production

If marked, <Produced Colors> and <Bases Consumption> option to inform the number of the service
order will be enabled in production and report filters. 

Include package cost in sale price

If marked, the package price will be charged when a production is performed.

Show labels on the screen before printing

If marked, a report preview will be displayed before printing.

Select a painter in production

If marked, the <Produced Colors> and <Bases Consumption> option will be enabled in production and
report filters in order to inform the painter. 

Select code while printing labels

If marked, the <Akzo Code> option will be enabled while printing labels so it will be possible to select
another code to print on the label. 

Obs:  in case this option is unmarked, the code used for printing labels will always be considered the
main code.

No check the stock/inventory

If checked, will not present information from a lack of inventory available for production.

See VOC information

If selected it, will present information on VOC emission in the displays of service orders and reports.

VOC in lb/gal

If marked, it will display information of VOC emission in pounds per gallon, if not checked, it would
present information of VOC emission in grams per liter.

Volume in fl oz.

If checked, it will present volume information in fluid ounces (fl oz.), if not checked, it will present
volume information in liters (L).

Language 

Select a language to be used in the label fields and system messages: English, Spanish or Portuguese

Default value 

Default volume value to formula reference.
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[Interface]

Here, you define the appearance of the system interface. The selected option will be automatically
updated after you confirm the changes made in the settings window.

Figure: Interface settings screen

Use colors on grids

Mark this field if you wish to use different colors on grid lines in the windows of the system. If marked,
you should inform two colors to be used (color 1 color 2).

Figure: color used on grids

Ordination indicator

Here, inform the color used in the ordination indicator. The ordination indicator is used to highlight
through color, which is the column being used as ordinance criteria of the entries listed on the screen. 

[Scale]
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Figure: scale settings

Scale 

In case a balance is used, select the balance model connected to the computed. Otherwise, the option
“None” should be selected.  

Note: the following fields will only be available for configuration if a balance model has been selected.

Serial port

Select the serial port used.

Port settings

Inform the settings parameters for the serial port used: data bits, stop bits parity and bits per second
(baud rate). These parameters should be in compliance with the balance model used and they are
usually referred to in the equipment manual.

[Search]
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Figure: Search settings

Documents

The window displaying the results of a color search can display up to 2 documents (codes) per formula
found. Inform the fields 1 and doc 2, the types of documents that should be displayed. The following
figure illustrates the use of these fields:

Figure: color search

Product line

Inform the product line (default) to be used in the color reference. In case the product is found in more
than one line, the line set up herein will be displayed as default.

[Label]

Here, you will set up the parameters of the label to be printed.
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Figure: Label settings

Printer

Select the printer to be used while printing the labels.

Message 

Inform the message text to be added to the printed label text.

Model 

To this field there are two ways to fill out: check if the model being used appears in the 
manufacturers/models list. In case you do not find the model in the list, select the option
<Customizable>. When selected, the fields will be displayed so the dimensions of the label used can
be entered, according to the figure below:

Figure: customized model fields

Font

Select a font and a size to be used in label text print.

[Invoice]
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Now,  it's  time  to  configure  parameters  regarding  invoices.  In  this  regard,  click  in  the  key  <Invoice>.
The following figure illustrates fields that are shown:

Figure: invoice parameters

In the previous figure, it can be seen the window of configuration of fees that are applied in the system
invoice entry. Hereinafter, it will be explained each information field of this window:

Name

Type the tax name to be included in the system.

Use

Select if it is desired this tax will be applied in product purchase invoice entries.

To save performed configurations, click in the key <Ok>.

7.6 Maintenance

This function is used to inform product lines that must be used by Color Pro. The following figure
illustrated, through and example, the permission window:
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Figure: password window

After informing your password, the following window will be displayed:

Figure: line selection window

Select the lines you wish to use and click the <Ok> to confirm.

7.7 Blocked formulas

Esta função é utilizada para informar fórmulas que devem ser bloqueadas para a produção devido a
alguma restrição,  A figura a seguir ilustra, através de um exemplo a janela permissão:

This function is used to inform formulas that must be blocked for production due to some restriction.
The following figure illustrates, through an example, the permission window:

Figure: password window

After informing your password, the following window will be displayed:
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Figure: Blocked Formulas window

In order to include a block choose the option <Add> and the following window with these fields will be
displayed:

Figure: Block formulas addition window

Product: inform the product to be blocked
Akzo Code: inform the product formula code to be blocked
Unblock: inform if unblocking is automatic or manual

Auto: in case this option is selected, the formula will be unblocked automatically through
updated sent by Akzo Nobel, when there is no restriction.

Manual: in case this option is selected, the formula will only be unblocked with the intervention
of a user of the system, accessing the formula block screen, selecting the formula in question and
clicking the option <Delete>.

Note: Even when a formula is blocked in all product lines by performing a filter in the formula
production window, the same formula will appear, but in that case, it will be blocked and its production
will not be allowed and the following message will be displayed:

Figure: warning message window
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7.8 Register

This function is intended to record the data from the user registry Colorpro.

This user registry will be requested automatically whenever you start the Colorpro until that the all
information are filled by the user.

The registry information are necessary (mandatory) to update the database colors by internet.

The figure below illustrates the user registration screen:

Figure: user registration screen

Country

Select the name of your country. This field is mandatory.

CNPJ (Only Brazil)

For companies in Brazil will need to provide your CNPJ number. This field is mandatory.

Company

Enter the company name. This field is mandatory.

Address

Enter the full address of the company. This field is mandatory.

ZIP

Enter the zip code relative the address. This field is mandatory.
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State/Province

Enter or select the state / province according to the selection of the country, the information will be
requested or presented the list of possible values for selection. This field is mandatory.

City

Enter the city name. This field is mandatory.

Contact

Enter the contact name at the company. This field is mandatory.

Telephone

Enter the telephone to contact. This field is mandatory.

Email

Enter the email to contact. This field is mandatory.

Distributor

Enter the name of your distributor (if there is).

Secondary Distributor

Enter the name of the secondary distributor (if there is).
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8 Help

This option in the main menu contains the screen about the system.

8.1 About

Information about the system version, developing company and supplier.

Figure: About
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9 Attachment

9.1 Sartorius scales

In case a Sartorius AG balance model is used, a serial cable type null modem must be used.
Therefore, the balance will work on SBI (Simple Balance Interface) mode, necessary so the
communication with the system is possible. 

The parameter settings in the serial port settings must also be noted (Set up Parameters):

· Baud rate (bits per second):

516 = 4800 baud

· Parity bit (Parity):

523 = Odd parity (parity odd)

· Stop bits (stop bits):

531 = 1 stop bit

· Print Function (print mode):

613 = Continuous mode (Auto print regardless of stability *)

(*) the last parameter, which regards the balance data transmission mode to the computer is critical,
i.e., only this option can be used, otherwise, the system will not be able to capture the balance data.

Note:

This attachment aims to only warm about particularities of the Sartorius balances that can
affect your connection to the system. Any additional information, or technical detail, can be
referred to the manual made available by the manufacturer.
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